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RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES OF THE CMFRI* 
M. Devaraj 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014 
In July 1994 the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research has reconstituted the Staff Research 
Council (SRC) and created a new body called the 
Research Advisory Committee (RAC) for each 
ICAR Research Institute by incorporating Rule 71 
(A) to (M) under Chapter XIII of the Rules of the 
ICAR Society. The RAC and the SRC have been so 
constituted that the external experts in these two 
bodies will have a key role in advising the 
Institutes on the thrust areas for R & D . Besides, 
they would be critically reviewing and assessing 
the research activities and achievements. This 
exercise is expected to help the Institutes take 
appropriate strategies and tactical steps to mini-
mise the impediments stalling progress and to 
maximise R & D outputs. 
At this moment when we are being made more 
alert and conscious of our R & D responsibilities 
through the induction of external experts in the 
RAC and the SRC, we need to re-examine and 
place before us the major R & D concerns of the 
marine fisheries sector of the country. The major 
areas of concern in today's Indian marine fisher-
ies R & D need to be identified and the research 
projects so designed that they address these 
problems effectively. The RAC and the SRC have 
the responsibility to look into this question in 
depth and guide us in the right direction. The 
research projects are the real instruments through 
which the Institute achieves its goals and objec-
tives and therefore we need to ensure that these 
serve our purpose well. Some of the major areas 
requiring immediate attention are outlined below. 
1. Over exploitation of certain stocks and 
fishing zones is currently an area of concern.. The 
gravity of this problem, where it occurs, should 
be assessed and resolved. We need to assess the 
status of the constituent stocks and their fisher-
ies for each major ecological province. We also 
need to indicate the optimum level of exploitation 
in the context of multi-species/multi-gear fisher-
ies in terms of the bioeconomically optimum effort 
and mesh size. 
As a logical corollary to this study, we should 
determine the idle fleet capacities, the idle man-
power and the idle processing plant capacities, 
where they exist, so as to progressively contain the 
problems of economic mismanagement which 
have become so very characteristic of our marine 
capture fisheries sector. 
The active involvement and participation of the 
fishing community and the industry in the 
judicious, management of marine fisheries is 
crucial In sustaining production at the optimum 
levels. It is therefore urgent and important to 
implement a comprehensive programme of 
community education of the fishermen on the 
mechanism and modalities of fisheries manage-
ment for progressively restoring the over capital-
ised fleets and suboptimal mesh sizes to their 
optima. Towards this, we mus t have an 
interdivlsional/interdiscipllnary national research 
project on fisheries meinagement with well defined 
objectives and technical programmes with the 
active participation of the CMFRI Divisions of: a) 
Fisheries Resources Assessment and b) Socio-
economic Evaluation and Technology Transfer 
8uid possibly others including the trade, proces-
sors, exporters, NGOs, the fishermen organisa-
tions and the fisheries departments. In this regard 
the recommendation of the Quinquennial Review 
Team (from 1986 to 1993) of the CMFRI to create 
a new Division of Fisheries Management is being 
implemented by the Institute. 
2. Fishery forecasting in the Indian tropical, 
multispecies marine ecosystem should be attem-
pted with the CMFRI database in conjunction with 
the meteorological data from the Indian Meteoro-
logical Department (IMD) and the potential fishing 
zone maps issued by the National Remote Sensing 
Agency (NRSA). We can have distinct ecological 
provinces identified as the basic geographical 
units for such fishery predictions. The following 
areas can be considered as the major ecological 
provinces in the Indian continental shelf: (i) the 
high tidal amplitude province comprising the 
Saurashtra-North Maharashtra coast, (ii) the 
Malabar upwelling province between Ratnagiri 
* Extract from the introductory remarks of the Director for the first meeting of the re-constituted Staff Research Council of CMFRI in 
March 1995 at Cochin. 
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and Vizhinjam, (iii) the Gulf of Mannar province, 
(iv) the palk strait province, (v) the Coramandal 
coast (vi) the seasonally low saline Godavari-
Krishna coastal Andhra Province, (vii) the 
Sandheads province, and (viii) the high tidal 
amplitude north Orissa-West Bengal Mahanadhi-
Hooghli coastal province. The CMFRl is orienting 
some of the existing research projects towards 
this objective, and the results of such studies, as 
they emerge, would be instantly disseminated 
through the media for the benefit of the fishing 
industry. 
3. The role of mariculture in the context of 
dwindling opportunities in the capture fisheries 
sector is becoming increasingly clearer to the 
scientific community and the industries. The 
Institute has an excellent record of mariculture 
technology development, which has witnessed a 
modest level of transfer to the various user 
groups, ranging from the small-scale traditional 
fishermen to the resource rich entrepreneurs. The 
entire coastline of the country's mainland and the 
islands of the Andamans and the Lakshadweep 
provide wide range of opportunities for the 
mariculture of a number of candidate species, for 
which indigenous technologies are available with 
the Institute (except finfishes). However, the 
essential infrasturcture for the operation of these 
technologies and their demonstration is available 
only at Tuticorin, and to a limited extent at 
Mandapam. More facilities are being planned for 
the Calicut and Vizhinjam centres and the 
headquarters at Cochin in the immediate future. 
Location testing for various mariculture practices 
has indicated potential farming zones along the 
coasts of the mainland and islands, but these 
efforts need to be matched with the required 
infrastructure at all the eleven research centres, 
the regional centre and the headquarters. 
Efforts should be made on a priority basis to 
integrate small-scale mariculture with small-scale 
capture fisheries, and the fisherfolk motivated to 
adopt the technologies as integral components of 
their profession. Private agencies like the Fisher-
ies Research Cell (FRC) of the Programme for 
Community Organisation (PCO), Trivandrum; the 
Marianad Fishermen Co-operatives, Trivandrum; 
the South Indian Federation of Fishermen (SIFE), 
Trivandrum; and similar active groups located in 
almost every major fishing centre, in the country 
need to be involved in this task. 
Our research and development programmes 
need to be oriented towards fulfilling these goals 
within a reasonable time frame, and the SRC has 
the responsibility of giving proper direction to our 
current research projects. Considering that our 
major R & D responsibilities are in the two thrust 
areas of marine capture fisheries and mariculture, 
our priorities in respect of the former include 
stock assessment, monitoring, prediction and 
sustained production through a realistic regime of 
management, while the priorities in mariculture 
include technology development, upgradation, 
farm trials, training and transfer on a regular 
basis. 
The Institute's achievements in regard to 
externally funded projects and paid consultancy 
services have been extremely good and we need to 
strengthen these programmes to help generate, 
refine and transfer technologies and thereby also 
generate increasingly larger funds to invest in the 
core infrasturcture of experimental/pilot hatch-
eries, growouts and laboratories for nutrition, 
disease, physiology, endocrinology and genetics 
research. Each centre should aspire for and work 
towards at least two externally funded research 
projects and one consultancy project in the 
immediate future. The Agricultural Produce Cess 
Fund of the ICAR. the DBT, DOD, DOE & F, DST, 
State Councils of S & T, State Departments of 
Rural Development (IRDP/TRYSEM), MPEDA, 
NABARD, Indian Bank etc. are some of the 
organisations to which we propose to submit 
projects for funding. 
Each research centre of the CMFRI will organ-
ise monthly meets with fisherfolk, fish farmers, 
exporters and traders and render the required 
advisory services. Priority problems like shrimp 
disease in the farms in Tamil Nadu and Andhra 
Pradesh require our special attention and we need 
to orient our research projects suitably. 
The Institute can rightly be proud of its rich 
contribution to the advancement of knowledge 
and skills in the areas of marine capture fisheries 
and mariculture and the related scientific, tech-
nological and technical manpower development. 
We have a duty to ensure continuity of this 
tradition. 
COLOUR AND THICKNESS OF NACRE IN FOUR GENERATIONS OF 
INDIAN PEARL OYSTER, PINCTADA FUCATA (GOULD) 
PRODUCED IN THE HATCHERY 
T.S. Velayudhan*, S. DharmaraJ, A.C.C. Victor and A. Chellam 
CTuritcorin Research Centre qfCMFRI, Tuticorin-628 001 
Introduction 
In 1973 the Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute achieved a breakthrough in the produc-
tion of cultured pearls from the pearl oyster Pinctada 
Jucata and in 1983 succeeded in breeding the 
species and producing its spat in the hatchery. The 
colour of the pearls produced in P.Jiicatais yellow 
or pinkish-yellow or white. Yellow coloured pearls 
are much preferred, followed by pinkish-yellow 
and white pearls. Besdies the colour, the thickness 
of the nacre in the pearl is an important factor that 
determines the value of the pearl. The senior 
author has suggested selective breeding to improve 
the qualities of the hatchery-produced pearl oys-
ters in India. Based on the studies on pearl 
production in relation to the graft tissue in P. Jucata, 
it was observed that some oysters have a single 
black lamellar band on the external surface of the 
shells and these oysters have either pinkish-yel-
low, yellow or white nacre. This prompted the 
authors to carry out selection experiments with 
respect to the colour of nacre in pearl production. 
This type of study will help to develop breeding 
programmes for producing pearl oysters having 
desired nacre colour. 
The broodstock were collected from the natural 
stock of pearl oysters from pearl banks off Tuticorin 
and they formed the parent stock of the first 
generation. They were placed in a spawning tank, 
and if natural spawning did not occur, they were 
stimulated to spawn either by manipulating the 
water temperature or by adding chemicals. The 
spat produced from such spawning were reared. 
From the first generation of oysters thus obtained, 
only those with a single black lamellar band on the 
external surface of the shell valves were selected to 
raise the next generation and this selection contin-
ued till the fourth generation. The first to fourth 
generations are denoted as G-1, G-2, G-3 and G-4 
respectively. The length of the oyster is expressed 
as dorso-ventral measurement (DVM). 
Spawning protocol 
The effective breeding population size has been 
calculated as Ne = 4 Nm Nf/(Nm + Nf), and the 
values were 17.68, 18.20, 32.94 and 10.18 respec-
tively for first to fourth generations. The succeed-
ing generation was raised from the offspring of the 
preceding one. 
Grow-out 
The pearl oyster larvae were reared in 50-litre 
FRP tanks with ration of the live algae, Isochrysis 
galbana. The spat were also grown in similar tanks 
and fed with mixed culture of live micro-algae. At 
2-3 mm length they were transferred to the pearl 
oyster farm and reared in box-t5TDe cages of the size 
40 cm X 40 cm x 10 cm, covered with 1mm mesh 
velon screen, at a density of 1,000 spat/cage. The 
cages were again covered with nylon fishing net of 
1-1.5 cm mesh to protect the spat from predators. 
In the farm, the cages were suspended from raft 
moored in the Tuticorin Harbour at 5 m depth. 
When the spat attained 15-20 mm length they were 
transferred to box-type net'cages (40cm x 40 cm x 
10 cm) having 1 cm mesh and reared at a density 
of 250 spat/cage. Further rearing of oysters was 
continued in these cages at different concentra-
tions according to the size of oysters: 35-45 mm 
oysters at the rate of 125 nos./cage, 46-55 mm at 
100 nos./cage and 56-70 mm at 75 nos./cage. 
The first generation (G-1) (Fig. 1 b) was raised on 
23.2.1983, for which the oysters from the natural 
bed formed the base stock (Fig. la). Succeeding 
generations G-2, G-3 and G-4 were produced on 
16.8.1984 and 22.4.1987 (Figs. 1,2,3 and 4) re-
spectively and for this, the oysters of G-1, G-2 and 
G-3 were the respective parents. For studying the 
colour of the shell nacre, samples were collected at 
random from the base stock, and from G-1, G-2, G-
3 and G-4. One year old oysters of 1 -4 generations 
attained average length and valve thickness (depth 
when both the valves were close together) of 45.90 
mm and 17.10 mm, 47.40 mm and 16.50 mm, 
45.03 mm and 16.00 mm and 40.40 mm and 14.15 
mm respectively. A total of 177 pearl oysters from 
base stock, 40 from G-1, 19 from G-2, 22 from G-
3 and 20 from G-4 were examined for nacre colour. 
The thickness of shell nacre in the right valve was 
* Present address: CMFRI, Cochin - 682 014. 
Fig. l.a. Parent oysters collected from the wild. b. Hatchery 
produced oysters showing different shell characters of first 
generation. 
Fig. 2. Six month old oysters with black band produced from 
first generation (b in Fig. 1). 
Fig. 4. One year old oyster of fourth generation with black 
band. 
measured in the same oysters in G-2 to G-4 as for 
colour when the oysters attained the age of one 
year. After cutting the shell at area marked as 'A' 
(Fig. 5), the periostracum was scraped off thor-
oughly and the thickness of the nacre was meas-
ured with a vernier caliper corrected to 0.02 mm. 
Observations 
In the base population, 5% of the oysters have 
black band on the outer shell while in the first to 
fourth generations this character has been ob-
•Hinge 
Fig. 3. Third generation of oyster showing inner view of right 
shell with nacre and outer view of left shell with black 
band. 
Fig. 
A - Area of thickness of nacre measured 
N - Nacre, PC-Periostracum 
5. Inner view of lelt shell ol the pearl oyster cut portion 
(diagrammatic). A. Area measured for thickness, 
N. Nacre, PC. Periostracum. 
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served in 35,70,80 and 95% of oyster respectively. 
Similarly the increase in the percentage of shells 
with pinkish-yellow and yellow has been from 29.2 
to 65% and 18.1 - 30% in Gl to G4 respectively. 
There is a considerable increase of 35.8% in pink-
ish-yellow, 11.9% in yellow and a decrease of 
47.7% in the white nacre in the fourth generation 
(Table 1). A steep increase in the percentage of 
thickness was observed in plnksih-yellow at 19.55 
in the fourth generation followed by yellow at 9.33 
in the third generation and white nacre at 1.84 in 
the second generation (Table 2). Thifckness of the 
pinkish-yellow nacre in the right shell at 0.482± 
0.001, yellow at 0.486 ± 0.001 and white nacre at 
0.481 ± 0.028 mm was observed in the second 
generation. Of all the right shells examined, the 
highest thickness of 0.873 mm was observed in the 
third generation for yellow nacre (Table 2). There 
was a considerable decrease in the nacre thickness 
in the fourth generation in all the nacre colour 
when compared to the third generation. But the 
thickness of nacre was still greater than the thick-
ness of the second generation. The percentage of 
oysters with pinkish-yellow and yellow nacre in-
creased considerably from 29.2 and 18.1 in the 
base stock to 65 and 30% respectively in the fourth 
generation (Fig. 6). However, the white nacre 
decreased from 52.7 in the base stock to 5% In the 
fourth generation. The genetic correlation between 
the oysters with a single black lamellar band on the 
outer side of the shells and nacre colouration 
comprising, pinkish-yellow and yellow has led to 
the increase in their numbers in the population 
TABLE 2. Mean nacre thickness and standard deviation of one 
year old Pinctada fucata (Gould) for pinkish-yellow, 
yellow and white for three generations of response in 
each generation 
Gen-
tlon 
2. Total 
Average 
SD 
n(19) 
3. Total 
Average 
SD 
n(22) 
4. Total 
Average 
SD 
n(20) 
Response 
Response 
Response 
3 Vs 2 % 
4 Vs 3 % 
4 V s 2 % 
Parameters 
Right (flat shell) thickness in mm 
Pinkish-yellow Yellow 
2.897 
0.482 
±0.006 
(6) 
8.705 
0.870 
±0.0158 
(10) 
6.317 
0.485 
±0.0103 
(13) 
0.388 
80.490 
-0.385 
-55.680 
0.003 
0.620 
2.916 
0.486 
±0.0014 
(6) 
7.864 
0.873 
±0.0389 
(9) 
2.922 
0.487 
±0.0126 
(6) 
0.387 
79.620 
-0.386 
-55.780 
0.001 
0.210 
White 
3.370 
0.481 
±0.0282 
(7) 
2.606 
0.868 
±0.0152 
(3) 
0.484 
0.484 
— 
(1) 
0.387 
80.460 
-0.384 
-44.240 
0.003 
0.620 
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Fig. 6. Percentage trequency ot nacre colour in tlie parents 
(wild) and offspring during the first year in four genera-
tions of pearl oyster. 
through selective breeding of the oysters with black 
band on the shells. 
Remarks 
In the case of the Japanese pearl oyster, Pinctada 
fucata martens ii, the frequency of shells with white 
nacre has increased to 80% in the third generation 
from 20% in the base population by selective 
breeding. In this study an increase in the percent-
age of thickness in pinkish-yellow (19.55), yellow 
(9.33) and white nacre (1.84) respectively was 
observed in the fourth, third and second genera-
tions respectively when compared with the first 
generations respectively when compared with the 
first generation. According to Wada (1986) the yellow 
coloured pearls produced from the oysters of sec-
ond generation were heavier than the white ones. 
In the present study, the maximum thickness of 
nacre of yellow and pinkish-yellow colours was 
observed in the oysters produced in almost all gen-
erations. Based on this study it is suggested that 
the quality of pearls and nacre thickness of shells 
could be improved through selective breeding. 
"DEEP-WATER RED FISH", A NEW RESOURCE 
FOR THE INDIAN BECHE-DE-MER INDUSTRY 
D.B. James* and M. Badrudeen** 
(Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014) 
Introduction 
The Indian Beche-de-mer industry is in exist-
ence for more them one thousand years. The 
species that are chiefly processed are Holothuria 
scabraCVella attal") and to a minor extent Holothuria 
spinifera ("Raja attai" or "Cheena attai") and 
Bohadschia marmorata ("Nool attai"). H. spinifera 
was once a very priced item but now it is not 
preferred by the industry. In recent years due to 
the attractive prices offered in the international 
market, other sea cucumbers like Actinoypyga 
echtnites ("Paar attai"), A. miliaris ("Pal attai") and 
H. atra ("Kuchii attai") are processed in the Gulf of 
Mannar area. India is now earning a foreign 
exhchange of more than one crore of Rupees by 
exporting cheifly H. scabra. 
There are over 650 species of sea cucumbers 
known from the various parts of the world. They 
occur from the shore to the greatest depths and 
from the Arctic to the Antarctic. In the seas around 
India, nearly 200 species of sea cucumbers are 
known of which 75 species are known from the 
shallow waters within a depth of 20 metres. Of 
these about a dozen species are of commercial 
importance. 
In 1989 for the first time Actinoypyga echinites 
(Fig. 1) known as Deep-water red fish was collected 
and four tonnes were processed at Keelakarai. This 
is considered as one of the new resources for the 
Indian Beche-de-mer industry. During 1990 this 
species was fished and processed from Keelakarai, 
Periapatnam, Vedalai and Pamban. It is locally 
known as "Paar attai" since it is found to be 
attached to Paars (rocks) in the Gulf of Mannar. 
Fishery 
Acutally fishery for this species started in Octo-
ber, '90 simultaneously both at Keelakarai and 
Periapattinam. The fishery was very intensive at 
both the places. About 125 fishermen in 12 boats 
Present address: *Tuticorln Research Centre of CMFRI, 90 North Beach Road, Tuticorln-628 001. 
"Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp-623 520. g 
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Fig. 6. Percentage (requency ot nacre colour in the parents 
(wild) and offspring during the first year in four genera-
lions of pearl oyster. 
through selective breeding of the oysters with black 
band on the shells. 
Remarks 
In the case of the Japanese pearl oyster, Pinctada 
fucata martensii, the frequency of shells with white 
nacre has increased to 80% in the third generation 
from 20% in the base population by selective 
breeding. In this study an increase in the percent-
age of thickness in pinkish-yellow (19.55), yellow 
(9.33) and white nacre (1.84) respectively was 
observed in the fourth, third and second genera-
tions respectively when compared with the first 
generations respectively when compared with the 
first generation. According to Wada (1986) the yellow 
coloured pearls produced from the oysters of sec-
ond generation were heavier than the white ones. 
In the present study, the maximum thickness of 
nacre of yellow and pinkish-yellow colours was 
observed in the oysters produced in almost all gen-
erations. Based on this study it is suggested that 
the quality of pearls and nacre thickness of shells 
could be improved through selective breeding. 
"DEEP-WATER RED FISH". A NEW RESOURCE 
FOR THE INDIAN BECHE-DE-MER INDUSTRY 
D.B. James* and M. Badrudeen** 
(Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014) 
Introduction 
The Indian Beche-de-mer industry is in exist-
ence for more than one thousand years. The 
species that are chiefly processed are Holothuria 
scobraC Vella attai") and to a minor extent Holothuria 
spinifera ("Raja attai" or "Cheena attai") and 
Bohodscfiia marmorata ("Nool attai"). H. spinifera 
was once a very priced item but now it is not 
preferred by the industry. In recent years due to 
the attractive prices offered in the international 
market, other sea cucumbers like Acttnoypyga 
echinites ("Paar attai"), A. miliaris ("Pal attai") and 
H. atra ("Kuchii attai") are processed in the Gulf of 
Mannar area. India is now earning a foreign 
exhchange of more than one crore of Rupees by 
exporting cheifly H. scabra. 
There are over 650 species of sea cucumbers 
known from the various parts of the world. They 
occur from the shore to the greatest depths and 
from the Arctic to the Antarctic. In the seas around 
India, nearly 200 species of sea cucumbers are 
known of which 75 species are known from the 
shallow waters within a depth of 20 metres. Of 
these about a dozen species are of commercial 
importance. 
In 1989 for the first time Acttnoypyga echinites 
(Fig. 1) known as Deep-water red fish was collected 
and four tonnes were processed at Keelakarai. This 
is considered as one of the new resources for the 
Indian Beche-de-mer industry. During 1990 this 
species was fished and processed from Keelakarai, 
Periapatnam, Vedalai and Pamban. It is locally 
known as "Paar attai" since it is found to be 
attached to Paars (rocks) in the Gulf of Mannar. 
Fishery 
Acutally fishery for this species started in Octo-
ber, '90 simultaneously both at Keelakarai and 
Periapattinam. The fishery was very intensive at 
both the places. About 125 fishermen in 12 boats 
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Fig. 1. Single specimen of Actinopyga echinites (Jaeger). 
and 90 fishermen in 10 boats participated in the 
fishing from Periapattinam and Keelakarai respec-
tively. Fishermen leave in the morning between 
3 and 5 A.M. according to the distance of the fishing 
ground from their places and land their catches in 
the afternoon by 3 P.M. Fishing at Vedalai started 
very late and from Pamban still later. While two 
boats with 40 fishermen participated at Vedalai, 
only occasional collections were made at Pamban 
with 10-15 fishermen. Though the fishermen from 
Pe r i apa t t i nam and Keelakarai s t a r t ed 
simlutaneously, the Periapattinam fishermen sus-
pended the fishing due to the fall in price from Rs 
3.00 to 2.00 and below per specimen and again 
resumed in mid October, '90 with four boats. 
Keelakarai fishermen continued collection till the 
first week of December, '90. The fishing season 
extended from November to March during 
1991, 1992 and 1993 and steadily declined due to 
non-availability of specimens. During 1991 and 
1992 no fishing took place at Periapattinam and 
during 1992 and 1993 no fishing was conducted at 
Pamban. 
Collection is mostly done by skin diving using a 
mask. If the sea is clear without turbidity, collec-
tion of sea cucumbers will be good. In the first week 
of August the catch per fishermen was estimated to 
be from 150 to 250 numbers or even more. In 
addition to this sea cucumber Holothuria spinifera 
sea shells like Cyprea are also collected by them. 
Fishing grounds 
The fishing grounds (Fig. 1) are mostly off the 
chain of Islands in the Gulf of Mannar. The sea 
cucumbers are found on the rocky bottom which 
extends from the sea shore to 2-8 kilometre dis-
tcince of the southern side of the islands. The depth 
of the fishing grounds also ranges from 3 to 7 
metres. The present fishing ground extends from 
Nallatanni Island to Shingle Islands. Good re-
source was noticed from Mulli to Shingle Islands 
because of the rocky substratum of these islands 
which extends to a greater distance of 7 kilometres. 
At present beyond 8 metres depth diving is not 
carried out since visibility is poor. The resource, 
however, seems to be good beyond 8 metres. 
Mode of disposal 
As soon as the catch is landed, the entire catch 
or part of the catch is purchased by the processor 
or his agent by counting the number of sea cucum-
bers with each fisherman. In the beginning the 
price ranged from Rs. 1.50 to 3.50 irrespective of 
the size. The processed product was sold at the rate 
of Rs. 120.00 to 150.00 per kilogram to the agents. 
In later years the price has gone up to Rs. 5.00 to 
10.00 for the raw material because of the demand 
of processed material and decline in the catch. 
Altogether 35.2 tonnes were landed during 1990-
'93 from Mandapam area (Table 1). The price of the 
processed product has also goen from Rs. 300.00 
to 450.00 per kilogram. There are two main agents 
at Keelakarai and one at Madras. The processed 
product is mainly sent to Singapore where it fetches 
good price. 
TABLE 1. Centre-wise landings o/"Actinopyga echinites in tonnes 
during 1990-93 
Fig. 2. Actinopiiga echinites put as a heap. 
Names of centres 
Keelakarai 
Periapat t inam 
Vedalai 
Pamban 
Total 
1990 
12.0 
8.5 
4 .5 
1.5 
26 .5 
1991 
1.2 
-
2 .3 
0.5 
4.0 
1992 
0.8 
-
1.4 
-
2.2 
1993 
0.5 
0.4 
1.6 
-
2 ,5 
Total 
14.5 
8.9 
9.8 
2.0 
35.2 
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Fig. 3. Map showing the area in the Gulf of Mannar where Actiaopiyya ec/iiaites is fished at present. 
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Processing method 
The processing method for this sea cucumber is 
different from that used for Holothuria scabra. For 
this species burying is not necessary after boiling. 
After collection, the sea cucumbers are put in a 
heap to allow eviceration (Fig. 2). The sea cucum-
bers are put in boiling sea water and boiled for half 
an hour. Usually 300 to 500 numbers are boiled at 
a time. After boiling they are heaped on the shore 
and covered by polythene mats. Next day morning 
they are first cleaned emd pieces of intenstine, 
sticking to the body are removed. The material is 
put out for sun drying for four or five days depend-
ing on the size of the specimens. 25-40 numbers 
of processed sea cucumbers would weigh 1 kg. 
The sea cucumbers ranged in length from 
110 to 265 mm and the weight ranged from 140-
340 g in the fresh condition. About 50% of 
the sea cucumbers were found to be in mature 
condition. 
Catch statistics 
During the years 1990-93, 35.2 tonnes of 
Actinopyga echinites were fished from Keelakarai, 
Periapattinam, Vedalai and Pamban. Table 1 gives 
centre-wise landings of "Paar attai" at the four 
centres. Intensive fishing was noticed at Keelakarai 
by the fishermen almost throughout the year. 
These fishermen come upto Vedalai and collect the 
material and take the catch to Keelakarai. 
PERCEPTION OF FARMERS ABOUT GROUP ACTION IN PRAWN CULTURE 
AND AN ACTION PLAN FOR GROUP FARMING 
P. Rajeev * and Krishna Srinath 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014 
Prawn farming in rural sector has immense 
scope for improvement in terms of the practices 
followed and utilisation of water bodies. Studies 
conducted by the Central Marine Fisheries Re-
search Institute in Ernakulam District in Kerala 
have revealed that there are many technological 
and socio-economic problems faced by farmers 
engaged in prawn production. These include lack 
*P. Rajeev was ARS Trainee in Agricultural Extension at CMFRI, Cochin. 
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Processing method 
The processing method for this sea cucumber Is 
different from that used for Holothuria scabra. For 
this species burying is not necessary after boiling. 
After collection, the sea cucumbers are put in a 
heap to allow eviceration (Fig. 2). The sea cucum-
bers are put in boiling sea water and boiled for half 
an hour. Usually 300 to 500 numbers are boiled at 
a time. After boiling they are heaped on the shore 
and covered by polythene mats. Next day morning 
they are first cleaned and pieces of intenstine, 
sticking to the body are removed. The material is 
put out for sun drying for four or five days depend-
ing on the size of the specimens. 25-40 numbers 
of processed sea cucumbers would weigh 1 kg. 
The sea cucumbers ranged in length from 
110 to 265 mm and the weight ranged from 140-
340 g in the fresh condition. About 50% of 
the sea cucumbers were found to be in mature 
condition. 
Catch statistics 
During the years 1990-'93, 35.2 tonnes of 
Actinopyga echinites were fished from Keelakarai, 
Periapattlnam, Vedalal and Pamban. Table 1 gives 
centre-wise landings of "Paar attai" at the four 
centres. Intensive fishing was noticed at Keelakarai 
by the fishermen almost throughout the year. 
These fishermen come upto Vedalai and collect the 
material and take the catch to Keelakarai. 
PERCEPTION OF FARMERS ABOUT GROUP ACTION IN PRAWN CULTURE 
AND AN ACTION PLAN FOR GROUP FARMING 
P. Rajeev * and Krishna Srinath 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014 
Prawn farming in rural sector has immense 
scope for improvement in terms of the practices 
followed and utilisation of water bodies. Studies 
conducted by the Central Marine Fisheries Re-
search Institute in Ernakulam District in Kerala 
have revealed that there are many technological 
and socio-economic problems faced by farmers 
engaged in prawn production. These include lack 
•p. Rajeev was ARS Trainee in Agricultural Extension at CMFRI, Cochin. 
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of technical know - how, uncertainties in yield, 
labour problems, poaching of prawns in the fields, 
inter sectoral conflicts and exploitation by middle-
men in marketing. With the objective of enabling 
farmers to learn the practices involved in scientific 
prawn culture and solve the constraints faced by 
them in the management of the enterprise, it was 
proposed to demonstrate the concept of group 
action in different farming operations among se-
lected prawn farmers in Emakulam District. This 
formed a part of the Research Project on evaluation 
of extension methods for fisheries development 
under the Socio-Economic Evaluation and Tech-
nology Transfer Division of the Institute. 
The practice of group farming is of widespread 
existence in many enterprises in Asian countries. 
The concept of group management was first tried in 
agricultural sector. According to the reports of 
ESCAP and FAO Regional Planning Commission, 
the developing countries have shown increasing 
interest in popularising group farming practices. In 
Kerala, group farming trials conducted by FACT 
Ltd. in Trivandrum District and the group farming 
programme of paddy cultivation by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture are successful examples (Heli. 
R. Group Farming for Rice Dvelopment in Kerala. 
Dept. of Agriculture, Kerala, 1989). These attempts 
have helped in solving complex socio-economic 
issues in agricultural sector. 
Group farming in the present context refers to 
the farm management approach in which the prawn 
farmers of a contiguous area are organised to pool 
their land and resources. In this approach it is 
important that the individual farmer retains the 
right of ownership over the land, investment and 
the returns from his holdings. All the farming 
operations such as procurement of inputs, water 
mangement, eradication of pests, stocking of seed 
etc., are done simultaneously by the participating 
farmers. The technical advice can also be collec-
tively availed. Thus management serves as a criti-
cal input and collective management forms the 
essence of group farming approach. In group farm-
ing, problems faced by individual farmers are eased 
out and solved through collective efforts. 
Before launching a comprehensive programme 
on group farming, it is indispensable to study the 
reflections and opinions of the clients about the 
strategy which is new to them. The success of 
convincing the farmers on the benefits of group 
management and institutionalising the approach, 
to a great extent depends on the degree to which the 
clients favour such approach. In order to understand 
the perceptions of prawn farmers in a selected 
locality regarding the introduction of group farm-
ing practices and the constraints in institutional-
ising the approach, a study was conducted in 
Chellanam fishing village in Ernakulam District 
adopted by the Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute under its extension programmes. The 
prawn farmers belonging to the padasekharams 
(group of paddy fields registered as a society under 
the directions of the Department of Agriculture) 
practicing paddy-cum-pravsm culture in Chellnam 
revenue village under Chellanam Panchayat were 
considered for the pilot study and a sample of sixty 
farmers was selected. Data on the socio-economic 
profile, farming practices followed, perceived ben-
efits of group farming and the constraints antici-
pated, were collected using a questionnaire fol-
lowed by group interviews. 
Profile of the respondents 
The profile of the selected respondents is as 
follows: Twenty five per cent of the respondents 
belonged to the age group of 22-30 years, 33.3 per 
cent belonged to the age group of 30 to 50 years and 
41.7 per cent belonged to the age group of 50 years 
and above. Regarding education 40 per cent had 
primary, 38 per cent had high school and 22 per 
cent had higher level with technical training. 
Size of lioldings 
Forty seven per cent of the farmers possessed 1 -
3 acres of holding suitable for prawn farming. 
Twenty two per cent of them practised prawn 
farming in their own holdings as well as in leased 
in fields. Twenty three per cent possessed holding 
sizes between three and five acres and the rest had 
above six with the maximum of 14 acres. 
Knowledge and use of improved prawn farming 
Thirty eight per cent of the farmers had received 
knowledge about improved prawn farming mainly 
through the training programmes conducted in the 
village by the Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute under its extension programmes. Ten per 
cent had attended the training programmes of 
MPEDA or BFFDA. On the use of prawn farming 
practices, 35 per cent of the farmers practised 
traditional filtration method and 60 per cent adopted 
supplementciry stocking and feeding. Three farm-
ers attempted selective stocking and supplemen-
tary feeding. 
Perceptions of farmers about group farming 
approach 
The perception of different aspects of group 
approach in prawn farming was collected from the 
farmers on a three-point scale. It was observed that 
64.6 per cent of the farmers had most favourable 
perception regarding group approach. About 23 
per cent perceived the group management strategy 
as favourable. Only 13 per cent were having unfa-
vourable attitude towards the proposed strategy. 
The perceived benefits included efficient use of 
resources, better contact with R & D agencies, 
increase in production, efficient marketing includ-
ing price fixation and social benefits such as devel-
opment of leadership qualities, co-operation and 
team spirit. 
In a discussion following the collection of data 
the farmers subscribed to the view that collective 
action will be highly useful in reducing the cost of 
pumping water, eradication of pests and procure-
ment of other inputs. The produce is at present 
marketed individually in small quantities which 
often forced them to sell through middlemen. 
Through collective action in marketing they would 
be in a position to demand a better price, they 
opined. They believed that such an approach will 
improve their problem solving abilities. This per-
ception is backed by their encouraging experience 
from the cooperative movements such as Matsyafed 
and the service co-operative society in the village. 
The efforts put in by the Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute in organising women into 
Matsyamahilavedi cind Matsyamahila Industries 
for self employment and empowerment and the 
prawn farmers into a forum for imparting technical 
know-how in prawn culture have received appre-
ciation from the villagers. However, the farmers 
also anticipated the following constraints in the 
implementation of group management approach in 
the village. 
1. Intra-group conflicts due to lack of mutual trust. 
2. Difficulty in evoking equal participation by all members of 
the group. 
3. Lack of support for group ventures in prawn farming. 
4. Lack of conviction of farmers on the practicability of group 
action. 
5. Practice of leasing out the holdings without following legal 
procedures which poses difficulty in availing credit and 
subsidy from the Government. 
The pilot study on farmer's perception of group 
farming approach indicated that the positive per-
ceptions of the farmers outweighed the constraints. 
Taking clues from the experiences in agriculture in 
the country and abroad it would be worthwhile to 
test and evaluate the proposed strategy among 
prawn farmers of a selected area and educate them 
on its usefulness following the principle of 'seeing 
is believing and learning by doing'. Group ap-
proach will also be a useful and more economic 
method for technology disseminating agencies in 
view of the resource constraints generally faced by 
them. 
TABLE 1. Perceived economic and social benefits of group farming 
Perceived benefit Percentage of farmers 
responding in favour 
Gain in knowledge through 
interaction with members 
Efficient use of resources 
88.3 
86.6 
Co-ordination and contact with 
development agencies 
Better access to credit and other 
inputs 
Better price for the produce 
Procurement of technical help 
for implementing better farming 
practices 
Reduction in farming cost 
Leadersip development 
Better co-operation and team spirit 
83.3 
80.0 
82.0 
78.9 
71.2 
90.0 
90.0 
An action plan for group farming of prawn 
The concept of group farming is not new. But its 
application in prawn farming has not yet been 
demonstrated. The principles underlying the con-
cept are: 
1. The farmer holds his independant right of ownership on his 
holdings and the produce from them. 
2. For the easy implementation of the group farming activities 
farmers are organised into a group which will be responsible 
for implementing the farming decisions made by the group 
in consultation with the technologists and development 
agencies.. 
3. The farmers procure the farming inputs collectively emd 
carry out each farming operation simultaneously. 
Following the above principles, a plan of action 
for the implementation of group action in prawn 
farming was prepared and discussed with the 
farmers which is given below. 
Plan of work 
1. Selection of a group of prawn fields lying 
contiguously in a geographical area and prepa-
ration of a field map. 
2. Organising the farmers of the selected area 
Into a functional group and convening a meet-
ing in which objectives of the group farming 
will be explained. 
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3. Constitution of programme implementation 
committee consisting of president, secretary, 
treasurer and five to seven members repre-
senting different categories of farmers in the 
group through election or consensus. This 
commitee will make decisions regarding imple-
mentation of farming operations. 
4. First meeting of the programme implementa-
tion committee and making decision regarding 
the species intended for farming, the proce-
dure of procuring the inputs such as eradica-
tion materials, feed, seed etc. Farmers may 
prefer to use the same type of feed and seed in 
view of synchronising the operations and bulk 
purchase and transport of the inputs and 
procuremet of credit. It is desirable that the 
decisions are made in consultation with the 
technical experts. The practices to be followed 
may be identified and a calendar of farming 
operations may be prepared. 
5. An assessment of the input requirements and 
the eligibility for institutional credit of each 
farmer may be assesed and list may be pre-
pared by the group secretary. 
6. Second meeting of the programme implemen-
tation committee to decide on procurement of 
inputs, the money to be collected from each 
farmer and meeting of concerned agencies for 
credit. 
7. Training of the farmers in the farming prac-
tices to be followed with the help of a govern-
ment agency. The farmers may be explained 
the details of farming operations and their 
sequences and the calendar of activities may 
be distributed to them. The training programme 
may be of one week duration with field visits 
and demonstration on different aspects of the 
technology. The programme should also help 
in clearing the doubts and anxiety of each 
farmer regarding his farm. 
8. Commencement of farming operations by 
strengthening the bund and taking up other 
farm improvement measures. 
9. Weekly meeting of the programme implemen-
tation committee to review the programme and 
identify constraints. 
10. Fortnightly meeting of the participating farm-
ers and the technical experts to discuss and 
suggest solutions to the problems faced by the 
farmers. The services for soil and water quality 
testing and monitoring of growth may be made 
available to the group with the help of the 
technical experts. 
11. The treasurer will collect and maintain the 
day-to-day expenses incurred for implementa-
tion of the programme. 
12. At the end of the programme, the president 
may convene a meeting of the participating 
farmers and the technical experts to discuss 
the experience of each farmer and evaluate the 
gains. 
Thanks are due to Dr. R. SathyadHas, Senior Scientist, SEETTD 
for going through the paper and suggesting improvements. 
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR FISHER-WOMEN ON PREPARATION OF 
FOOD FROM SEAWEED — AN EVALUATION STUDY * 
Seaweed is one of the Important renewable 
marine living resources. It includes all macro-
scopic algae growing in the sea and in bracksih 
coastal waters. They grow abundantly along the 
Pampan, Mandapam and Ramewsaram coasts in 
Tamil Nadu. Seaweeds are extensively used in the 
manufacture of food and medicine and in indus-
tries for the extraction of agar agar and sodium 
alginate. Seaweed recipes for preparing jam, jel-
lies, wafers and pickles are available. 
With the objective of extending the methods of 
preparation of seaweed as food which can help to 
increase the income generating opportunities and 
nutrient consumption of fishermen, a three month 
training programme was conducted at Rameswaram 
for 30 flsher-women under the "Training Rural 
Youth For Self Employment Scheme (TRYSEM)". 
This was conducted by the Centre For Women in 
Agriculture and Rural Development (CFWARD), a 
voluntary agency at Rameswaram in collaboration 
with CMFRI. The study was conducted aiming 
assessing the usefulness of the training in terms of 
knowledge gained, impressions of trainess and 
constraints involved in the utilization of the knowl-
edge. 
'Prepared by Sheela Immanuel, Regional Centre of C.M.F.R.I., Mandapam Camp - 623 520. 
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7. Training of the farmers in the farming prac-
tices to be followed with the help of a govern-
ment agency. The farmers may be explained 
the details of farming operations and their 
sequences and the calendar of activities may 
be distributed to them. The training programme 
may be of one week duration with field visits 
and demonstration on different aspects of the 
technology. The programme should also help 
in clearing the doubts and anxiety of each 
farmer regarding his farm. 
8. Commencement of farming operations by 
strengthening the bund and taking up other 
farm improvement measures. 
9. Weekly meeting of the programme implemen-
tation committee to review the programme and 
identify constraints. 
10. Fortnightly meeting of the participating farm-
ers and the technical experts to discuss and 
suggest solutions to the problems faced by the 
farmers. The services for soil and water quality 
testing and monitoring of growth may be made 
available to the group with the help of the 
technical experts. 
11. The treasurer will collect and maintain the 
day-to-day expenses incurred for implementa-
tion of the programme. 
12. At the end of the programme, the president 
may convene a meeting of the participating 
farmers and the technical experts to discuss 
the experience of each farmer and evaluate the 
gains. 
Thanks are due to Dr. R. Sathyadhas, Senior Scientist, SEETTD 
for going through the paper and suggesting improvements. 
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR FISHER-WOMEN ON PREPARATION OF 
FOOD FROM SEAWEED — AN EVALUATION STUDY * 
Seaweed is one of the important renewable 
marine living resources. It includes all macro-
scopic algae growing in the sea and in bracksih 
coastal waters. They grow abundantly along the 
Pampan, Mandapam and Ramewsaram coasts in 
Tamil Nadu. Seaweeds are extensively used in the 
manufacture of food and medicine and in indus-
tries for the extraction of agar agar and sodium 
alginate. Seaweed recipes for preparing jam, jel-
lies, wafers and pickles are available. 
With the objective of extending the methods of 
preparation of seaweed as food which can help to 
increase the income generating opportunities and 
nutrient consumption of fishermen, a three month 
training programme was conducted at Rameswaram 
for 30 fisher-women under the 'Training Rural 
Youth For Self Employment Scheme (TRYSEM)". 
This was conducted by the Centre For Women in 
Agriculture and Rural Development (CFWARD), a 
voluntary agency at Rameswaram in collaboration 
with CMFRl. The study was conducted aiming 
assessing the usefulness of the training in terms of 
knowledge gained, impressions of trciiness and 
constraints involved in the utilization of the knowl-
edge. 
'Prepared by Sheela Immanuel, Regional Centre of C.M.F.R.I., Mandapam Camp - 623 520. 
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Procedtire 
An interview schedule was made use of to gather 
the required information. To assess the knowl-
edge, a knowledge test was conducted before and 
after training. Information was also collected on 
socio-economic profile of the trainees and their 
impressions on the programme. The training de-
sign was also evaluated for its suitability to the 
trainees. 
Socio-economic profile of the trainees 
All the trainees were between the age group of 18 
and 35 years as per the norms under the TRYSEM 
programme. A maximum of 33% of the respond-
ents had primary level of education followed by 
high school (27%) and secondary education (20%). 
The houses were classified as pucaa, semi-pucca, 
and kutcha according to the material used for the 
construction of wall and roof. A good majority 
(73%) of them owned kutcha houses and 20% had 
semi-pucca houses while only 7% had pucca houses. 
The overall profile clearly indicated low socio-
economic status of the trainees. Regarding occu-
pation, about 33% of the trainees were involved in 
fishery related activities and 7% in their own tea 
shops, while the remaining were engaged in 
household activities. Majority of the respondents 
(70%) had nuclear families with an average family 
size of 5. 
Mass media contact 
Only 37% owned radio and out of them only 13% 
used radio as a source of information. The fisher-
men were getting weather forecasting through All 
India Radio, but no information about fisheries 
was received by them. Only 3% of them possessed 
television and the rest could not afford to procure 
it. Newspaper was used by 30% for gathering day-
to-day information. Literature related to fisheries/ 
seaweed was not used as a source of information 
because they were few in number and mostly 
written in English. 
Assessment of knowledge level 
The knowledge before training was assessed by 
administering to the respondents a knowledge test 
consisting of 21 questions. The knowledge level 
was categorised as high, medium and low based on 
the scores assigned. 
Majority of the trainees (97%) came under the 
low knowledge group. Only 3% of them fell under 
the meidum category. This may be due to the non-
availability of the information through the sources 
contacted. 
Gain in knowledge 
To assess the gain in knowledge, the same set of 
21 questions were administered to the trainees at 
the end of the training and the scores were classi-
fied as earlier and compared with pre-training 
knowledge level. 
After the training 57% were found to have 
medium knowledge, 37% high and 6% low suggest-
ing considerable gain in the level of knowledge. 
Detailed and thorough knowledge about different 
aspects of seaweed utlization was given to the 
trainees using extension methods such as lectures 
and demonstrations. 
Evaluation of the training design 
The training methods and the design were 
evaluated in terms of the preference of venue, 
duration, methods and number of trainees. A 
maximum of 50% of the trainees preferred the 
research station as the venue of the training, while 
37% preferred their own village and 13% preferred 
the nearby village. Preference of research station 
was due to the fact that they desired to know and 
see the technologies at the originating place itself 
The duration of training was an important com-
ponent on which the trainees were asked to indi-
cate their preferences and views. Fifty four per cent 
of the trainees preferred a training duration of one 
month, which would help them to thoroughly learn 
the skills. Forty six per cent preferred a duration 
of less than a month in view of the time involved in 
being away from home. 
The success of training programmes entirely 
depends on the use of effective modes of 
commmunication. It was seen that demonstration 
was the most preferred (86%) method of training. 
Nobody preferred lecture class alone. However, 
while 5% preferred lecture and discussion 3% 
preferred discussion alone and 6% exhibition-cum-
discussion. 
TABLE 1. Impression of the trainees on the utility of training 
Gain in knowledge 
Sharing of knowledge 
Overall satisfaction 
Practical utility 
Relevance of subject 
Income earning opportunities 
Number 
30 
30 
27 
2 5 
21 
17 
Percentage 
100 
100 
90 
8 3 
70 
57 
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The evaluation of the training programme indi-
cated that the programme was very useful in 
imparting the knowledge regarding different as-
pects of seaweed utilization. The trainees felt that 
they could usefully practice the new ideas to imporve 
their nutrition as well as develop income generat-
ing activities based on it. However, the adoption of 
the technology mainly depends on the demand for 
seaweed products. Increasing the awareness of the 
coastal community on seaweed culture and utiliza-
tion through need-based extension programme 
v\all help in expanding the employment opportuni-
ties in coastal areas. 
EMERGENCE OF HAND JIGGING FOR CEPHALOPODS 
ALONG TUTICORIN COAST* 
Cephalopods, locally known as 'Kanava' have 
emerged in recent times as one of the prime foreign 
exchange earners in India. Till late eighties the 
entire cephalopod landings were made by trawlers 
and partly by shore-seine as a by-catch. Though 
the hand Jigging fishery has been developed during 
the seventies it gained its momentum during the 
eighties only. After witnessing its successful op-
eration at Vizhinjam and Kanyakumari the fisher-
men have initiated hand Jigging along the Tuticorin 
coast and Gulf of Mannar during the early nineties. 
The common Jigs which are under constant 
operation are Nangoora thoondil' and 'Disco 
thoondil'. The design and operation of the former 
have been described earlier by Prabhakaran Nair 
{CMFRIBull No. 37: 152-156, 1986). The latter one 
is a Japanese made Jig (Fig. 1). These jigs are made 
of bakelite moulding to resemble a live shrimp 
which at the time of operation lures the cuttle fish/ 
squid. The eyes in the lure protrude like those of 
a live shrimp and brightly coloured feathers have 
also been attached on either side of the lure. The 
lures are brightly coloured in different shades 
ranging from blue, green, pink, orange, yellow and 
red on the dorsal surface but slightly diminished in 
colour on the ventral surface (Fig. 1). A small lead 
weight is attached to the lower part of the lure so 
that it maintains the Jig in a proper dorso-ventral 
position. The pointed recurved hooks, usually 
numbering from 16 to 18 in two rows are attached 
in tail region. 
The Jigs are operated at depths ranging from 
30 - 50 m upto a distance of 12 km from shore, 
since sandy bottom and areas where sea grasses 
grow luxuriantly are found to harbour squid and 
cuttle fish in good abundance, such areas are 
preferred by the fishermen for jigging. 
Each Jig is tied to nylon wire rope with length 
ranging from 6 to 15m and are rolled on a wooden 
Fig. 1. Japanese Jig. 
frame reel or spindle. Fishing is carried out both by 
uallams with 4 - 5 persons and catamarans with 3 
- 4 persons. They leave the shore before sun rise 
and return before sun set. After reaching the 
fishing ground the cephalopods are spotted, then 
Fig. 2. Fisherfolk with jigs and scoop net. 
* Reported by : T.S. Balasubramanian, S. Rajapackiam, H. Mohamed Kasim and K.M.S. Ameer Hamsa, Tuticorin Research 
Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin, 628 001. 
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operation are Nangoora thoondil' and 'Disco 
thoondil'. The design and operation of the former 
have been described earlier by Prabhakaran Nair 
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is a Japanese made Jig (Fig. 1). These Jigs are made 
of bakelite moulding to resemble a live shrimp 
which at the time of operation lures the cuttle fish/ 
squid. The eyes in the lure protrude like those of 
a live shrimp and brightly coloured feathers have 
also been attached on either side of the lure. The 
lures are brightly coloured in different shades 
ranging from blue, green, pink, orange, yellow and 
red on the dorsal surface but slightly diminished in 
colour on the ventral surface (Fig. 1). A small lead 
weight is attached to the lower part of the lure so 
that it maintains the jig in a proper dorso-ventral 
position. The pointed recurved hooks, usually 
numbering from 16 to 18 in two rows are attached 
in tail region. 
The jigs are operated at depths ranging from 
30 - 50 m upto a distance of 12 km from shore, 
since sandy bottom and areas where sea grasses 
grow luxuriantly are found to harbour squid and 
cuttle fish in good abundance, such areas are 
preferred by the fishermen for jigging. 
Each Jig is tied to nylon wire rope with length 
ranging from 6 to 15m and are rolled on a wooden 
Fig. 1. Japanese Jig. 
frame reel or spindle. Fishing is carried out both by 
vallams with 4 - 5 persons and catamarans with 3 
- 4 persons. They leave the shore before sun rise 
and return before sun set. After reaching the 
fishing ground the cephalopods are spotted, then 
Fig. 2. Fisherfolk with Jigs and scoop net. 
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Fig. 3. Cephalopod catch kept ready for transportation. 
the jigs are gently thrown towards them and are 
slowly drawn towards the boat. The squids and 
cuttle fish are attracted by the movement of the 
brightly coloured shrimp shaped lure and catch 
them, when they get hooked. They are then gently 
removed and lifted up with the help of a scoop net. 
The difference between 'Nangoora thoondil' and 
'disco thoondil' is that the former one is operated 
with bait, and the later one is operated without 
bait. The disco thoondil' costs between Rs. 100 and 
200 per piece and is available in the local market. 
Fishermen belonging to Kanyakumari coast mi-
grate to Tuticorin during cephaloped fishing sea-
son. The fishing season spreads out in two phases. 
First phase commences in December and ends in 
April - May and the second phase falls between July 
and September. As the fishery is lucrative, now - a 
- days this phenomenon has dravwi many fisher-
men to get engaged themselves in cuttle fish fish-
ery. This kind of fishery has spread out to other 
fishing villages such as Tharuvaikulam and 
Kayalpatnam. 
An estimated 48.5 t, 22.3 t, 45.2 t and 40.1 t of 
cephalopods were landed during 1990, '91, '92 and 
'93 respectively (Table 1). More than 90% of the 
catch was constituted by a single species Sepia 
pharonis and the rest by Loligo spp. Mantle length 
and weight of S. pharonis were collected randomly 
at landing centre. Size of S. pharonis varied 
between 160 mm and 410 mm with dominant mode 
at 230 mm, 280mm, 320 mm and 370 mm 
(Table 2). As much as 9.8% of the cuttle fish catch 
composed of 280 mm size group formed the most 
dominant commercial size. The weight of S. pharonis 
ranged from 0.52 to 4.5 kg per specimen. 
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Cuttle fish were procured right at the landing 
centre by the processing companies. They were 
sold at the rate of Rs.28/kg, Rs. 42/kg, Rs. 60/kg 
and Rs. 72/kg during 1990, '91, '92 and '93 
respectively. However, Lxtligo spp, do not fetch such 
high prices and it varied from Rs.8/kg, Rs. 12/kg, 
Rs. 15/kg Rs.20/kg respectively during the same 
period. 
The present observation reveals the emergence 
of a new fishery for cephalopods along the Tuticorin 
Coast. In contrast to the cephalopod catch by trawl 
net the present exploitation by jigs is highly selec-
tive and brings in large sized cuttle fish belonging 
to one species. Further, it is caught only during day 
time. Night fishing with the necessary facilities may 
enhance the cephalopod production in future. 
THE INSHORE MIGRATION OF 
BUCCANEER ANCHOVY DURING MONSOON* 
Whitebaits which form one of the important 
commercial pelagic fishery resources of the south-
west coast of India, are generally inshore schooling 
species. But the Buccaneer anchovy, EncrasichoUna 
punctifer (=Stolephorus buccaneeri) is compara-
tively an oceanic species which migrate to inshore 
waters during the southwest monsoon period (June 
- September). During the other months, this spe-
cies is available only in stray numbers in the 
inshore catches. This species is the suitable an-
chovy which could be employed as live-bait and 
hence has special importance as a potential live-
bait for tuna in Lakshadweep. 
A large scale inshore migration of this species 
resulted in heavy landing of the fish by boat seine 
during 19 - 22 July '94 at Vizhinjam. The catch 
details of the boat seine during the four days are 
given in Table 1. 
It could be seen that the total whitebait catch 
during the four days was 222.71 which constituted 
94.8% of the total fish catch by boat seine. E. 
punctifer formed 83.6% and E. devisi 11.2% of the 
catch. The catch per unit effort of E. punctifer in 
TABLE 1. Catch details of the boat seine from 19"' to 22 July '94 
at Vizhinjam 
Species/Group 
EncrasichoUna 
punctifer 
E. devisi 
Decapterus 
macrosoma 
Trichiurus 
lepturus 
Rastrelliger 
kanagurta 
Carangids 
Loligo duvauceli 
Acetes 
Total 
Effort expended 
Boat seine catch in kg 
Motorised Non-motorised 
craft craft 
1,67,576 
19,468 
406 
1,292 
6,636 
-
895 
-
1,96.273 
726 
55,172 
10,335 
420 
160 
3,694 
160 
160 
392 
70,333 
410 
Total 
2,22,748 
29,803 
826 
1,452 
10,330 
160 
895 
392 
2,66,606 
% 
83.6 
11.2 
0.3 
0.5 
3.9 
0.1 
0.3 
0.1 
motorised and non-montorised boat seine units 
were 230.8 kg and 134.6 kg respectively. 
The monsoon was very active and the surface 
water temperature came down from 24.5°C to 
22.5°C during these days. 
E. punctifer ranged in total length from 55 to 
119 mm with modes at 70 and 100 mm. The major 
portion of the catch was contributed by 100-109 
mm fish. Among females 71% and among males 
95% of the fish were in partially spent gonadial 
condition. It is known that the spawning season of 
this species is protracted and the monsoon season 
also forms part of the spawning period of the fish. 
In the samples collected, 95.6% of the fish were 
with 'empty' and the rest were with 'half full' 
stomach condition. The stomach contents con-
sisted almost entirely of the copepod, Temora 
turbinata. However, it needs further investigation 
to establish whether the migration of E. punctifer is 
associated with feeding or in accordance with the 
environ- mental changes. 
Eventhough, the inshore migrated population 
of E. punctifer during monsoon can be termed as a 
spawning stock, it is seen that the majority of the 
fish had almost reached their maximum size. Added 
to that, the spawning season of the fish also is 
protracted. Hence the exploitation of the inshore 
stock during monsoon may not adversely affect the 
recruitment pattern. In view of the above, it is felt 
that if this species is not judiciously exploited from 
the inshore waters during the monsoon months, it 
will be almost entirely lost to the artisanal fishery. 
Experiments carried out at Vizhinjam had shown 
that this species could be kept in pens without 
much mortality for about three months. It is worth 
investigating whether the species could be stocked 
in pens during the monsoon period for two to three 
months and then transported to Lakshadweep for 
utilisation as live-bait for tuna. 
* Prepared by G. Gopakumar, R. Bhaskaran Achary and A. K. Velayudhan, Vizhinjam Research Centre of C.M.F.R.I. 
Vizhinjam - 696 521 
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centre by the processing companies. They were 
sold at the rate of Rs.28/kg, Rs. 42/kg, Rs. 60/kg 
and Rs. 72/kg during 1990, '91, '92 and '93 
respectively. However, Loiigo spp, do not fetch such 
high prices and it varied from Rs.8/kg, Rs. 12/kg, 
Rs. 15/kg Rs.20/kg respectively during the same 
period. 
The present observation reveals the emergence 
of a new fishery for cephalopods along the Tuticorin 
Coast. In contrast to the cephalopod catch by trawl 
net the present exploitation by jigs is highly selec-
tive and brings in large sized cuttle fish belonging 
to one species. Further, it is caught only during day 
time. Night fishing with the rjecessary facilities may 
enhance the cephalopod production in future. 
THE INSHORE MIGRATION OF 
BUCCANEER ANCHOVY DURING MONSOON* 
Whitebaits which form one of the important 
commercial pelagic fishery resources of the south-
west coast of India, are generally inshore schooling 
species. But the BuccEineer anchovy, Encrasicholina 
punctifer (=Stolephorus buccaneeri) is compara-
tively an oceanic species which migrate to inshore 
waters during the southwest monsoon period (June 
- September). During the other months, this spe-
cies is available only in stray numbers in the 
inshore catches. This species is the suitable an-
chovy which could be employed as live-bait and 
hence has special importance as a potential live-
bait for tuna in Lakshadweep. 
A large scale inshore migration of this species 
resulted in heavy landing of the fish by boat seine 
during 19- 22 July '94 at Vizhinjam. The catch 
details of the boat seine during the four days are 
given in Table 1. 
It could be seen that the total whitebait catch 
during the four days was 222.71 which constituted 
94.8% of the total fish catch by boat seine. E. 
punctifer formed 83.6% and E. deuisi 11.2% of the 
catch. The catch per unit effort of E. punctifer in 
TABLE 1. Catch details of the boat seine from 19"' to 22 July '94 
at Vizhinjam 
Species/Group 
Encrasicholina 
punctifer 
E. devisi 
Decapterus 
macrosoma 
Trichiurus 
lepturus 
Rastrelliger 
kanagurta 
Carangids 
Loligo duvauceli 
Acetes 
Total 
Effort expended 
Boat seine catch in kg 
Motorised Non-motorised 
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motorised and non-montorised boat seine units 
were 230.8 kg and 134.6 kg respectively. 
The monsoon was very active and the surface 
water temperature came down from 24.5°C to 
22.5°C during these days. 
E. punctifer ranged in total length from 55 to 
119 mm with modes at 70 and 100 mm. The major 
portion of the catch was contributed by 100-109 
mm fish. Among females-71% and among males 
95% of the fish were in partially spent gonadial 
condition. It is known that the spawning season of 
this species is protracted and the monsoon season 
also forms part of the spawning period of the fish. 
In the samples collected, 95.6% of the fish were 
with 'empty' and the rest were with 'half full' 
stomach condition. The stomach contents con-
sisted almost entirely of the copepod, Temora 
turbinata. However, it needs further investigation 
to establish whether the migration of E. punctifer is 
associated with feeding or in accordance with the 
environ- mental changes. 
Eventhough, the inshore migrated population 
of E. punctifer during monsoon can be termed as a 
spawning stock, it is seen that the majority of the 
fish had almost reached their maximum size. Added 
to that, the spawning season of the fish also is 
protracted. Hence the exploitation of the inshore 
stock during monsoon may not adversely affect the 
recruitment pattern. In view of the above, it is felt 
that if this species is not judiciously exploited from 
the inshore waters during the monsoon months, it 
will be almost entirely lost to the artisanal fishery. 
Experiments carried out at Vizhinjam had shown 
that this species could be kept in pens without 
much mortality for about three months. It is worth 
investigating whether the species could be stocked 
in pens during the monsoon period for two to three 
months and then transported to Lakshadweep for 
utilisation as live-bait for tuna. 
* Prepared by G. Gopakumar, R. Bhaskaran Achary and A. K. Velayudhan, Vizhinjam Research Centre of C.M.F.R.I. 
Vizhinjam - 696 521 
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A BLUE WHALE BALAENOPTERA MUSCULUS LANDED AT 
MANGAMARIPETA, NORTH OF VISAKHAPATNAM * 
A live male Blue whale Balaenoptera musculus 
Linnaeus locally called "papper meenu" measuring 
12.17 m in total length was entangled accidentally 
on 9th May 1994 in a synthetic drift gillnet oper-
ated by a mechanised-cum-sail craft at a depth of 
50 metres off Mangamaripeta which is situated 12 
km north of Visakhapatnam. The fishermen towed 
the Blue whale to the Mangamaripeta marine fish 
landing centre. 
Fig.l . The Blue hale, Balaenoptera musculus on the beach a t 
Mangamaripeta. 
The details of morphometric measurement (in cm) 
are given below 
Total length (tip of upper jaw to tip of caudal fin ... 1217 
Tip of upper j aw to notch of caudal fluke .... 1173 
Tip of upper jaw to origin of dorsal fin .... 772 
Breadth of the dorsal fin b a s e .... 57 
Length of the dorsal fin .... 52 
Tip of upper j aw to anterior insert ion of flipper .... 350 
Length of flipper .... 168 
Length a t base of flipper .... ' i l l 
Maximum bread th of flipper .... 49 
Tip of upper jaw to bifurcation point of lower jaw .... 234 
Length of upper jaw .... 244 
Length of lower Jaw .... 276 
Tip of upper j aw to centre of blow hole .... 194 
Breadth of blow hole .... 17 
Tip of upper Jaw to centre of eye .... 230 
Eye diameter .... 15 
Tip of upper Jaw to centre of genital slit .... 804 
T i p o f u p p e r j a w t o c e n t r e o f a n u s .... 857 
Distance between origin of a n u s 
and caudal fluke .... 335 
Distance between a n u s and genital slit .... 82 
Body circumference at the anterior side of flipper .... 473 
Body depth a t head region .... 206 
Circumference at t ip of snou t .... 57 
Circumference a t origin of dorsal fln .... 440 
Circumference a t origin of flipper .... 662 
Circumference at origin of genital slit .... 438 
Circumference a t origin of a n u s .... 376 
Height of body .... 246 
Distance between extremities of caudal fluke .... 266 
Length of genital organ .... 103 
Estimated weight (tonnes) .... 15 
Sex .... Male 
No. of throat grooves .... 85 
Length of flipper in total length .... 1:7 
Information on the capture/stranding of Blue 
whale along the Indian coasts is given in Table - 1. 
TABLE 1. Strandings/capture of blue whale Balaenoptera muscu lu s Linnaeus along the Indian coasts 
SI. 
No. 
Date of 
s t r and ing / 
cap ture 
Place Total length 
of the specimen 
and sex 
Reported by Reference 
4. 
25-5-1966 
2 0 - 12-1976 
(Stranded) 
31-9-1985 
(Stranded) 
10-12-1988 
(Washed 
ashore) 
2-5-1993 
(Stranded) 
Calicut 
Off Ovari, 
Gulf of Mannar 
Chappa beach, 
Narakkal, 
Cochin 
Motupalli 
P rakasam District. 
Andhra Pradesh 
Chellanam, 
Cochin 
13.51 m 
6.35 m 
(Female) 
10.30 m 
(Male) 
15.16 m 
(Male) 
26 m 
G. Venka ta raman and 
K.G. Girijavallabhan 
R. Marichamy, 
M.E. Rajapandian and 
A. Srinivasan 
K. V. Somasekharan Nair 
and A. A. J a y a p r a k a s h 
T. Chandrasekha Rao and 
A. H a n u m a n t h a Rao 
P.S.B.R J a m e s , 
N.G. Menon cind 
N.G.K. Pillai 
J . mar. biol Ass. India, 
8 ( 1 & 2 ) : 3 7 3 - 3 7 4 , (1966) 
J. mar. bioL Ass. India, 26 
(1 &2) : 1 6 8 - 170(1984) 
Mar. Fish. Infor. Serv., 
T&ESer., No. 71 : 17-18, 
(1987) 
Mar. Fish. Infor. Serv., 
T&ESer. No. 1 0 2 : 13-16, 
(1989) 
Mar. Fish. Infor. Serv., 
T&ESer., No. 122 : 23-24 
'Prepared by G. Mohanraj, 
Visakhapatnam - 5 3 0 0 0 3 . 
M. V. Somaraju and C. V. Seshagiri Rao, Visakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, 
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ON THE BUMPER CATCH OF BALISTIDS FROM TUTICORIN 
WITH NOTES ON LENGTH - WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP AND GUT CONTENTS* 
The Leather jackets (Balistids) locally known in 
Tamil as 'Klaathi', normally do not form a fishery 
along Tuticorin coast. Though, very often they 
constitute a portion of the by-catch of trawl net 
they are thrown back into the sea by the fishermen 
mainly because of poor demand in the market and 
also for want of space on board for storage. Of late, 
the dry fish merchants have found a market for 
Balistids and started buying them. The trawl op-
erators have been able to realise some income from 
the sale of Balistids. 
During the second week of July 1993 a few 
trawlers landed Balistids as the catch of other 
commercially important varieties was very poor. 
Consequent to the scarcity of economically im-
portant food fishes and also the usual trash fishes 
which are locally known as 'Kalasal', a few fish 
merchants showed interest to bid in the auction of 
the Balistids, with an intension to explore the 
possibility of using them as a raw material for fish 
meal manufacture. These merchants were suc-
cessful in introducing the unpalatable Balistids as 
a source of raw material for fish meal preparations, 
though it takes 3 days to get it dried perfectly 
whereas the other trash fish ('Kalasal') take only a 
day for drying. 
The number of trawl net units varied from 130 
to 160 during July '93. Out of the estimated 3,969 
units of trawlers, only 680 units were estimated to 
have landed the Balistids. The catch amounted to 
303.5 t at the catch rate of 446.4 kg/unit (Fig. 1) 
constituting 31.9% of the total trawl landings. 
Amidst regular Balistid landing during July '93 
heavy landings were observed on certain days 
(Table 1) . 
The Balistids were auctioned and the rate varied 
from Rs. 16 to 20 per basket, weighing approxi-
mately 20 kg. Depending on the quantum of landing, 
the catch was transported to fish curing yards 
either by tricycle or pick-up-vans, dried and mar-
keted. 
Three species, Balistes niger (Shaw) (Fig 2) 
Odonus niger (Rupell) (Fig 3) and Balistes capistratus 
(Shaw) (Fig 4) constituted 89.5%, 8.6% and 1.9% of 
the Balistid fishery respectively. Samples of 
' ^ f r t j f c j i . 
Fig. 1. A portion of Balistid catch stored on board. 
Fig. 2. Odonus niger. 
Fig. 3. Balistes capistratus. 
* Reported by : T. S. Balasubramanian, S. Rajapackiam, K. M. S. Ameer Hamsa and H. Mohamad Kasim, Tuticorin Research 
Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin. 628 001. 
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Balistids were obtained at random and detailed 
analyses were carried out in the laboratory on the 
size range, length-weight relationship, gut con-
tents and stages of maturity of gonads. The size of 
B. niger ranged from 125-129 to 160-164 mm with 
a single mode at 145 - 149 mm suggesting a single 
brood stock having been recruited into the fishery. 
The second dominant species O.niger exhibited a 
size range from 120 - 124 mm to 180 - 184 mm with 
two modes at 130 - 134 and 145 - 149 mm, and the 
size of B. capistratus varied from 140 - 144 mm to 
2 1 0 - 2 1 4 mm with two dominant modes at 160 -
164 and 185 - 189 mm indicating a possible 
recruitment of two brood stocks in the fishery at 
two different time in these two latter species. 
A sample containing 100, 80 and 40 specimens 
of B. niger, O. niger and B. capistratus respectively 
were cut opened and stages of maturity of gonads 
were studied. Almost all the specimens of these 3 
species were observed to be in indeterminate con-
dition. 
The length-weight data were used in regression 
analysis to study the length - weight relationship. 
The regression equation which describes the length-
weight relationship of these 3 species are as fol-
lows: 
B. niger : Log W = -4.0783 + 2.7526 Log L 
(r = 0.9271) 
O. niger : Log W = -4.0474 + 2.7376 Log L 
(r = 0.9725) 
and B. capistratus : Log W = -3.3741 + 2.4357 Log L 
(r=0.9729) 
The gut content study revealed that the alimen-
tary tract in these fishes is deeply convoluted from 
the oesophagus to anus. The stomach and the 
pyloric caeca are absent. 
B . niger : The total number of specimens ex-
amined were 40 in the sizes range of 125 to 160 mm 
and weight from 55 to 105 g. This fish mainly feeds 
on small fishes which was revealed by the presence 
of fish flesh bits with vertebrae in the digestive 
tract. The contents also consisted of digested mat-
ter with molluscs (bivalves and gastropods), tenta-
cles of Sepia spp., crab appendages (chela and 
legs) and coral stone particles. 
O. niger: 25 fishes ranging from 120 to 180 mm 
in length and 45 to 145 g in weight were examined. 
In all the fishes only amphipods were present in the 
intestine in a semi-digested condition. 
B. capistratus : Only 10 fishes of this species 
measuring between 140 and 210mm and weighing 
70 to 180 g were examined. The food contained 
tentacles of Sepia spp. and black coloured fine 
mud particles. 
The volume of food contents in these three 
species varied from 0.40 to 1.00 ml. 
Present production of Balistids by trawl net is 
mainly used for fishmeal manufacture. Balistids of 
larger size landed by hooks & line and drift gill nets 
are being sold for human consumption in internal 
markets. A suitable processing method of remov-
ing the skin and making it ready for fresh con-
sumption may command a market for small sized 
Balistids also. 
TABLE 1. Details of Balistid landings during July 1993 (in kg) 
Centre: Tuticorin 
Date 
13.7.93 
14.7.93 
15.7.93 
16.7.93 
23.7.93 
24.7.93 
26.7.93 
27.7.93 
Total 
Fishing Harbour, 
Effort 
No. & Unit 
10 
15 
18 
20 
52 
80 
58 
48 
301 
Period: July 
B. niger 
12,800 
25,600 
16,140 
14,500 
17,250 
38,320 
26,400 
15,500 
1,66,510 
'93, 
O. niger 
280 
2,380 
840 
320 
1,500 
3,160 
1,280 
700 
10,460 
Gear: 
B. 
Trawl 
capistratus 
-
160 
80 
40 
120 
340 
110 
30 
880 
Total catch 
13,080 
28,140 
17,060 
14,860 
18,870 
41,820 
27,790 
16,230 
1,77,850 
CPUE 
1,308.0 
1,876.0 
947.7 
743.0 
362.8 
522.8 
479.1 
338.1 
590.8 
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ON THE LARGEST SUNFISH MASTUR17S LANCEOLATUS LEONARD 
RECORDED AT PERIAPATTINAM, GULF OF MANNAR* 
Sunfishes of the family Molidae are purely oce-
anic species of the warm and temperate seas 
having a restricted distribution. Though not com-
mon along the Indian coast, the occurrence of some 
of the species like Ranzania truncata, R. typus, 
Mola mola, Masturus oxyuropterus and M. 
lanceolatus have been reported from Indian wa-
ters. Recently a sunfish Masturus lanceolatus meas-
uring 1535 mm of total length has been reported 
fromTuticorin . [Mar. Fish. Infor. Sew., T&E Sen, 
No. 128 : 16-17) 
On 23.01.1994 a specimen of Masturus 
lanceolatus measuring 1830 mm was found float-
ing in the sea and was brought to Periapattinam 
fish market. This fish was in fresh condition with-
out any damage or injuries on the body. The body 
was oval in shape with dark grey colour and the 
skin was rough with minute denticles. The snout 
was rounded with a terminal mouth. The dorsal 
and anal fin lobes were entire £md continuous with 
the caudal fin gradually tapering. The fins were 
almost dark to dark grey in colour. Incidently, this 
was the largest sunfish species ever recorded from 
the Indian waters. The important morphometric 
measurements taken are given in Table 1. 
Since the flesh was soft and unpalatable, the 
fish was buried later. 
TABLE 1. Morphometric measurements (in mmj o/'suri/ishMasturus 
lanceolatus landed at Peripattinam 
Total length 1830 
Standard length 1542 
Snout length 180 
Head length 430 
Height of body 870 
Eye diameter 64 
Height of dorsal fin 620 
Height of anal fin 570 
Height of pectoral fln 200 
Length of eye to pectoral fln 230 
Weight (approximate) 75 kg 
'Reported by : M. Badrudeen, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520. 
UNUSUAL LANDING OF CATFISH BY PURSE SEINE 
AT MALPE, DAKSHINA KANNADA* 
For the last several years, cat fish did not form 
a fishery at Malpe in Dakshina Kannada in 
Karnataka. On 30-09-94, three purse seines landed 
about 3 tonnes of catfish along with 2.2 tonnes of 
shark, 1 tonne of Rachycentronspp. and 0.65 tonne 
of Seer fish [Scomberomorus commerson). All the 
three units operated at a depth of 36 metres off 
Malpe. The catfish catch was comprised of 
Tachysurus serratus (90%) andT. dussumieri[10%). 
The fish was sold at an average price of 
Rs. 105/- per fish earning a total amount of Rs. 
1,31.050. At Malpe 24.5 tonnes of catfish is 
reported to have been landed by purse seine in the 
previous week also. 
Catch details of the purse seine which landed 
catfish on 30.09.'94 and revenue (in Rs.) earned. 
Catfish Shark Rachycentron Seerflsh Total 
Wt.(t.) 3.0 2.2 1.0 
Nos. 430 550 112 
Value 45,150 44,000 22,400 
0.7 6.9 
162 1,254 
19,500 1,31,050 
* Reported by S. Kemparaju, B. Shridhara, H. S. Mahadevaswamy and P. U. Zacharia, Mangalore Research Centre of C.M.F.R.I. 
Mangalore - 575 001. 
Erratum 
The author names in Article 5 of MFIS 134, Nov. 1994, p. 27 may be read as follows : 
S.S. Dan, S.K. Ghosh, S. Brar, S. Nayak and S. Hemasundara Rao. 
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ON THE LARGEST SUNFISH MASTURUS LAIVCEOLATUS LEONARD 
RECORDED AT PERIAPATTINAM, GULF OF MANNAR* 
Sunfishes of the family Molidae are purely oce-
anic species of the warm and temperate seas 
having a restricted distribution. Though not com-
mon along the Indian coast, the occurrence of some 
of the species like Ranzania truncata, R. typus, 
Mola mola, Masturus oxyuropterus and M. 
lanceolatus have been reported from Indian wa-
ters. Recently a sunfish Masturus lanceolatus meas-
uring 1535 mm of total length has been reported 
fromTuticorin . (Mar. Fish. Infor. Sew., T&ESer., 
No. 128 : 16-17) 
On 23.01.1994 a specimen of Masturus 
lanceolatus measuring 1830 mm was found float-
ing in the sea and was brought to Periapattinam 
fish market. This fish was in fresh condition with-
out any damage or injuries on the body. The body 
was oval in shape with dark grey colour and the 
skin was rough with minute denticles. The snout 
was rounded with a terminal mouth. The dorsal 
and anal fin lobes were entire and continuous with 
the caudal fin gradually tapering. The flns were 
almost dark to dark grey in colour. Incidently, this 
was the largest sunfish species ever recorded from 
the Indian waters. The important morphometric 
measurements taken are given in Table 1. 
Since the flesh was soft and unpalatable, the 
fish was buried later. 
TABLE 1. Morphometric measurements (in mm) o/'sun/ishMasturus 
lanceolatus landed at Peripattinam 
Total length 1830 
Standard length 1542 
Snout length 180 
Head length 430 
Height of body 870 
Eye diameter 64 
Height of dorsal fin 620 
Height of anal fin 570 
Height of pectoral fin 200 
Length of eye to pectoral fin 230 
Weight (approximate) 75 kg 
'Reported by : M. Badrudeen, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520. 
UNUSUAL LANDING OF CATFISH BY PURSE SEINE 
AT MALFE, DAKSHINA KANNADA* 
For the last several years, cat fish did not form 
a fishery at Malpe in Dakshina Kannada in 
Karnataka. On 30-09-94, three purse seines landed 
about 3 tonnes of catfish along with 2.2 tonnes of 
shark, 1 tonne of Rachycentronspp. and 0.65 tonne 
of Seer fish (Scomberomorus commerson). All the 
three units operated at a depth of 36 metres off 
Malpe. The catfish catch was comprised of 
Tacixysurus serratus (90%) and T. dussumieri (10%). 
The fish was sold at an average price of 
Rs. 105/- per fish Ccirning a total amount of Rs. 
1,31,050. At Malpe 24.5 tonnes of catfish is 
reported to have been landed by purse seine in the 
previous week also. 
Catch details of the purse seine which landed 
catfish on 30.09.'94 and revenue (in Rs.) earned. 
Wt.(t.) 
Nos. 
Value 
Catfish 
3.0 
430 
45,150 
Shark 
2.2 
550 
44,000 
Rachycentron 
1.0 
112 
22,400 
Seerfish Total 
0.7 6.9 
162 1,254 
19,500 1,31,050 
* Reported by S. Kemparaju, B. Shridhara, H. S. Mahadevaswamy and P. U. Zacharia, Mangalore Research Centre of C.M.F.R.I. 
Mangalore - 575 OCX. 
Erratum 
The author names in Article 5 of MFIS 134, Nov. 1994, p. 27 may be read as follows : 
S.S. Dan, S.K. Ghosh, S. Brar, S. Nayak and S. Hemasundara Rao. 
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• ^ TTtnKF 3TTT 3TTf ^JT iPdehTH aT^STTT % ^ , drdehTiH 
R^FTR 7iT# % yitPd* TIE! ^ mf^ " 5 ^ ^|f^ ^ 
TTT%"Q;^ Tf " ^ ^ " ^ rf^ f^rHT[ Hddlciicil •^jf^'^ yfcl^ ld 
S^TT^TTT 35,70,80 sfk 95 8TTI ^^ PH ^  f w - i k ^ sfiT % n 
^ ^ Mirdcjldl ^jf^ % ^M^ %%I3; W F M ^ 11 ^ 
tn ^' "?R "^  3tf?w ' ^ "^ f^t "tft^  "^ ' "Pr^-'q!^ TTT ^' 
f ^ ^ "q^ ; 'W 35.8% «ft I "qt^ TTj ^ - j r f ? ! ^ ^ 11.9o/„ 
8Tt I F^FF^  V] Tj -qzcft - ^ TRTJIcTT f ^ ^ " q ^ , "ETJcft 47.7% 
•^ ' fq^- i teiT %^^ ' ^ "ERc^ ^' 79.62%, "qt^ ^' 80.4% 
3lfk TFP^ " ^ ^" 80.46% W\ ' ^ ^ f f I 
^?qT^ ^ 7 ^ ^ ' ^ 1973 ^ ' ^ Tnr-qTT? 3TR 3TI| % Tfq^ cTcn 
W<T • ^ I ^ 1983 ^' msm ^ ^ i^n% ^ TTSPR ^ 5T^ 
f|lpciH!^ lldl ^' ^ ^ FITZf • ^ <icqKH f ^ I ^ . 4^ < *^/d/ 
^ <icqir<d ^iPd-iil' ^ ijT •qteiT, f w - "qtcTT ^ T ^ «fT I 
FT ^" TR ^ 3lf^^ TIFT "qt^ t ^ • ^ TTTfcPff • ^ «TT I f W -
T M ^ Tjc^ ^r^Fl^T^ri ^ ^ • g ^ ^ETs^ ^ ^ ^ - E R c ^ 
t l %TgN^ (1987) % ^dHJ^IIdl ^' clcMlPcid T^TTcft^  
HlPdilT^'J'Wr'Sf^ ^Pd^I ^<miri1+ y^HH (selective 
breeding) f^ MilRjfl Pti>MI I Ul'^ni Pd^ '!^ %"^ T^fti3; 7 .^ ^f^ldl 
^"-fM ^ t N "qr ^ e^lTTT 3TWFR ^ " %QlTg^ 3TTf^  ( 1995 ) 
% ^ % ^ !^ jPctd4l" % ^J r^^ r "^ ' ftFTeT ^ oTT^ elT^R 
^F^ (single black lamellar band) " ^ 11 " ^ g^^ff 
^ fq^ --qtefT, "qkn -qr ^ H ^ ^ ^ ftm 11 w M^PJI 
% ^ ^ t q % -cj-qHIrHoh 3TKFFT % ^ ^ W ^ t^RT^ 
f^ J^T^  "q? o|f^ ij] ^ i M " ^ c^MKH ^ Tf^nn t l 
THFTTftfrr 
yi-^Pd* m ^ ^ !^ J,P=WiJl' ^ W f W Wf^ 3tg^TTT 
t ^ * •^ ' "qioT^ 11 "zrf^  FT% yi<^Pd+ ats^sFTH • ^ " " ^ f 
•^ q^r^ f • ^ "qr^ FT ^ n ^ 11 "^ rf "qwit "qt^ 11 w " ^ "^ 
•RFTCT '^ Tf=F dlAp5K oill-^clMI ^jfepff ' ^ 3fqQ^ "qt^ 
% TTSR^  %frITi ^ ^ 11-fH "q J^R 3FT# "ETR itfe^lf 
CT^ S^PFT Sfk 3fe^3FR%^ 3^n?n 11 T j ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
cl^ ^ - q t f S ^ ^ ^8TT5^ ^ 1, Wt 2, ^ 3 ^ # 4 
T^FT ^ 3TP^#cf R^cTT f I 
'^chdH % 3ig?TR chl4<:+iKl 3raFR s^ft^ f^^ TI 31T^ JR 
(effective breeding population) f NE = 4 Nm Nf 
/ Nm + Nf 3fk g e ^ (Values) " q ^ ^ ^s f t i t ^ t cT^ 
•'T^n r^q 17.68, 18.20, 32.94 3fk 10.18 «ri 
g ^ ^ -^^ U^^ W\ 50 Pddi^lcrl Ti}T? 3TR i t tqfjf 
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•ft^Mt % ffcff?RT ^frsq ^ ^ R ^ t l ^ 2 . 3 i T I f f t Q i ^ 
TTIc=R • ^ f I i ^ ^ dHi+lRH W^m^ ^" 5 Tfft TTMf 
4 0 ^ " i 7 t x 4 0 " ^ ^ X 10 ^ ^ t l Hfd^Mi % a^ l^ TR 
-^^ 11 <i<i^ <'Ji %fcTq; 35-45 ft "Rt ^T# 125 ^jfer^if 
46-55 ft ^ ^Teft 100 j^f^rRT sfk 56-70 ft ^ ^1# 
Weft " ^ ^ 5^FR 23.2.1983 ^ f 31T m 1 ^ - t M 
^ 2 ^ 16.8.1984 ^ , c f t ^ " ^ ^ 3 ^ 15.2.86 
^ 3fk #«lt i t ^ ^ 4 ^ 5^TTT 22.4.87 ^ 3^1T «TT 1 
^ sfti aff^ TcT cTSnf 1-4"qt^cT^"q«T1^^45.90ftfft, 
47.40 ft fft, 45.03 ft Tft ^  40.40 ft Tft sff I # H ^ ^ le^ 
fsf^^m (valve thickness) ^ 8 f t " ^ ^ T ^ ^xfT^^ 17.10 
ft Tft, 16.50 ft Tft, 16.00 ft f^, 14.15 ft ^ «fl 
T ^ • ^ (base population) % 5% '^ ' ^ ^ "qzst 
f ^ ^ "q^ st ^  1 ^ cf^^ 5 CRT ^  3r#IcT -qt^ % 95% 
•q t f ^ •^'^[T^ ^ ^^^ " '^^ Heft " q ^ f ^ ^ "q^ I Wt TT^^ 
^ 1 ^ ^^R ^ 4 ^ "q!^ ^ ' 3 7 1 ^ ^ t w - "qteT tq 
^ ^ 7 ^ * :^' 29.2 "^ 65% 3fk M1C1C|C?1 ^ T ^ i f 18.1 
"^ 30% ^  ^ r ^ f ^ ^ "q^ I fw - "q ! ^ ^ ^ ^" 35.8%, 
•qt^ % ^ "^ ' 11.9% ^ 1 ^ 3fk T^ "^w^ ^ 47.7% -ETZcit 
^«ft ^ M ^ ' f ^ ^ "q^ I %SR "ERc^  ^ ' " q ^ "q!^ "ft ^«ft 
^' - q f ^ -qr f w - i t ^ T^ T •^ ' 29.2 ^ 65% sflr "qt^ % ^ 
-^ 18.1 "^ 30% ^ ^ ^ " f ^ ^ -q^l W ^ ^y^d|i|"=h 
sn % #?ft -qt^ ^ ^cT^ •^ ' c f t ^ -"M ^' Tfqt ^ ^ 
r=HKuni| -qZcft f ^ ^ " q ^ I -^ff -EfZ^ TT 52.7 Tf 5% -^t 
•crfreraf 
s^nqpit % i f ^ i^rsT IRT 1986 "^ ' ^ n^qpft ^^?IT ^ j f ^ 
fL/'cfc/^/ T^^ JqTOT "q^ ^£fen% T:|'micH* 31?2FFT " '^ ^H%^ 
^cb<c||(Pi ^jf^tPTf :^' TJ^ ^ -^ -^gft T f t ^ :^' 20 ^ 80% 
^ -q!^ •^ " rqVqldi, i t ^ ^flr w^ ^ ^ % -ER?^ 
•^ ' •^^n^^ 19.55%, 9.33% Sfk 1.84% ^5?ft t ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ I 
^ T ^ % 3T5HK ^mt "q)^ ^ ^^ jpcw i^' Tf <irqir<d -qtriT 
3T?2PFT *^ fq^ - "q !^ 3fk itcTT I n % mc^^uf ^ ^ -^^t 
•q f^eqf -^^ TftT^ ^ I 3TWTJR ^ fT ^ 5^^ ftcn t % ^ M ^ 
^ ^ t l 
"^T^TT W T O ^ C^ TM T T ^ ^ ^ %r-^-% "^ PHMIUI * 
fqR ^ fH ^ i fm ^ ft^rR%T TPTf^  ^ f^ 11 ff^rr 
" ^ ^ "qr ^Jt^rft^^ mwtrzf^ wtcTt^fun fvjM^ ^ 
^Hw^ " ^ «n Ff t ^ " ^ "^^^ i ^ •^ sjf^sTftwTT 
•RFTR HT^ Tf ^ R ^ f I ^ ^ n 1 ^ " % TJelcT: I?^. 7^J7W7 
ft^ % ^  ^ M ' ^ 31Ff cW ^ B ^ ++r^4l" offf 650 
^^ nfcRf -q^ t tqri fteft 11 T T ^ % ^sr^r sfR ^ ^ ' 
^ J^oR ^ # T 3|k ^^r iT--pf t ^ ^' F T ^ • ^ ^ '?tcft 
11 W^ % f^f^FS^ F^fgsrf *^ F T ^ 200 ^^ IPCI-MT ^ ^ 
t , Fft ' 75 wRfqf 38T^ -qpit -^^ T?%^Mt 11 FT •^^ ^ 
22 
t^T^ 8TT1^ 1990^'W^^Erar?^ r^hd^t, i^ R<MHd<iHH, 
^ ^ , -qr f^ 3TTf^  W^^ " 5 f ^ Tf % ^ 8T[ I ^cT % 
% Q ^ 3fk L|Ri|M<ciHH ^' 90 3 T ^ ^ 3 7 ^ ^ ^ tf^J^ 
^^HTTZf 8 T T l ^ 1 2 5 T T ^ 12 ^ ^ ^* 3fk 90 T T ^ 10 
^ftzf "^^ WP^ ^' cT^ t ^ I ^ ^ -^ ^ 40 f T ^ 2 ^ ' "^ ^ 3fk 
^TF^R^" 10-15 T T ^ ^RoPH ^' eFt 8^ 1 ^  1991, 92, 
93 % ^ I T R ^=T^^ ^ TR^ CW 3 r ^ -q^TS ftcft 8ft I 1993 
"^ " q ^ ^ ^ •RWeft " ^ cT«M "^ FfT "ft% Wft I 
•R^5# ^  mi^i t^ =^Fr ^i^Rji Tf ^ Rcn 11 'RHt T^^T^ 
" ^ ^ -q;^ TT^3n f ^ ^' 150 ^  250 +4)^41' ^ m^ 
mn'i^ j^ frpTcFr^  - ^ ^ f^^ ^ - ^ - ^ ^ 11 T f?^ 
++-^1 ' ^ 1.50 "?. Tf 3.50 "?. cl^ " ^ ^FT fHddl 11 
Tre#RT ^cRK • ^ "qRr % TIFT TTT 1 2 0 ^ 150 "?cT^"^ 
^FT ftcim 11 f T f ^ ^5;^-q^T^ 3fk ^ ^ n ^ TTFT ^ % 
^TRtif •3Ef;BTftm ^cqr^ ^ ^FT TTRT % TIFT -qr 300 "^ 450 
" ^ ^T^ " ^ "q%i 
^ * 11 m^ % ^R ++fe4l* % RTb1+<ui % f ^ %^  
" ^ c!^ <J'Mlddl t l <is|ld^ %'SrT^%T eFTT^TrgS "<T3 
^' ^T?IT S^HcIT 11 3FT^ f ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ E^TR W ^ f ^ "?J^ 
cTN-^ ^ ^f!§mT 1 1 1 ^ "qf "Q;^ % TIFf ^ - - ^ - ^ •^ * 25-
40 ^ i ^ ? ^ "#1^ I lTg?(t q R J ^ ^ c 4 ^ ^qicT'^ 110 ^ 
260 ft fft 3fk 1^R <=^ rc1'4H 140 "^T 340 TIFT 11 
1990 ^ 1993 ^ 3T^tr Tf 35.2 Z^ Sjf^^^jfwW 
i^R-^qdiHR, - ^ ^ 3fk "qiR^ 8^ 1 1 ^ ^' cft^ TToPTT 
l+d<+r\ ^' 1 % ^ 8TTI 
# . TTSftg 3itT ?ftTlcft ^rWTT afrTTS?, % ^ ' ^ ^ tllfrWchl S T ^ y R "H^Sn^, chlrllH 
TIFTtTJT ^Rc!T % ^TTTTSr-STlfsfe f^^^RT ^ f e R % T f ^ 
^ -H^^f^ ^ d ^ ^ n l i j TSIH 11 W % ^ ^ WRFTcT 
#TT i M ^' ^ ^ 3ffT 3T5q%ft ^ ^ M ^ * ^ ^q%T Ft 
iq^KlT 11 Tft "QTi "q:qT 3TK 3TT? ^TO ^ EfefFTT ^«3T^ ^ ^ 
" ^ •^ ' eFt f% ^TWf qFt " ^ -HRWIsff tR -q^ TRT ^ 
^ I # n T^ERTf ^ - ^ ?^FT!PTT3ff ^ ^ d ^ l ^ %feFi; 
•?FSTH "^  ^FFJf cfil^cil^ "^ • % T f ^ ' ? ^ "^ " ^ • ^ " ^ 
•qr cbl^cii^ %3HT ct^TR^I 
#cft ^ ^FJ^ +l4sf.H -^JW % ^ ^ ^' y^Pdd 
11 I^T^ TT^ elT TR'T^ + 1 ^ + -^^iaw ^' f ^ ^ "R^ ^n I ^ 
•Q;?T " ^ TT •qi'3fR T37TT Tj; 3fi ^ # 7 3TT%3R 3Tr%T'^ ftqtzf 
% ST^ T^R Pclchml'+i^ sl ^ ^^T^ TRK -3n^ ^ <ic^+dl 
23 
f ^ % ^ T ^ 87% %WT I ^ 3 T 5 ^ 3 ^ 13% W ^ 
yRl-^d sf 1 3 ^ ^ TFft ^ % 3q^TfR " ^ ^ %3RT-
3TFW%T^7T^I 
3. ^ ftfci^" "qrtrof^•^ %%i3; 13;^  cbi4=hRl TTMT 
4. ch|A|f'<:|iH ^ rMPd^ ' tH^a iN i r^c l dh(^ i^lii,^, 
•qr *c^''^< ^ ^ "^iT^i 
5. chNf'<=i'm "eMr ^ • ^ t ^ ^ ^ ' f^ctft^ fwif"qr 
7. T M ^ « [ R %f^ 3TI^?^I^ ^ T ^ -331% i M ^ 
•^ TirFTTsff -qr ^ ^ J T ^ I 
10. TsT^  "qr ^Wr- ' ^ f t ^ t^TR ^PFTTI 
11. • fw f ^ CT^RM f^^mtf ^ ^ 3 ^ 37i^ frf% ^ r ^ 
•?Tf^ -"eiT^  "qr '^^f^:w^ ^rnr 1 
^ R ^ f t ^ M % "^ ^^ IT t^nr ^R% ^ tfcT -qr ^ a r r % ^ 
% f c ^ 34i4ir^d Trf^^nrr chi45hA4 ' ^ Tfj^ ^rt^)^* 
4^\^>\ " ^ 11 " ^ " ^ afk •HI^'MH 3^Id^l^d P-i^iei^ 
% 3 # q •^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H l d ^^ RcfT 11 ^^ iTFT, ^Perl4, % R 
3lk STETK t^TR ^R^ %%TT ^ W <mM\'\\ %\ ^ ^ 
( t ^ ) 3 0 ^ 3 T T f ^ ' % f ^ # T ^ q ^ ^ " q : ^ " q % ^ p i 
t ^ f r R ^ •^  ^  TTiT "qiq? 37R 37Tf % W # T "^ t ^ SfTI 
+i4y>Jiicrri 
% - ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 q ^ 3Trf^  tM^q -qF^^Tf w: ^ ^ 
anfsf^ - H ^ ^ -^ J^ERT 3ffT chlifshH -qr ^ ^ TPT ^ ^ 
1 8 ^ 3 5 ^ H M ^ 3 7 T ^ M ' % 8 ^ I ^ * 33% "qi^rfH^ 
24 
f^m W<[, 27% ^ l ^ ^ d f?T^ TTRT 3 ^ 20% T f ^ ^ 
"PT^ TCR ^  «ft I %^ef 7% " q ^ ^ m "^ ' TW% ^ I 1 ^ 
3 T f ? I ^ ^ 33% fToPH "^ ?T% ^ 3fMt "sreTI^  ^ I 7% '^ F^? 
^TETR-fTT^^ ntf ^ -cTq^T ^i|lT #fHcT «IT I %^cT 13% 
# ^ ^g;sRi % f ^ tfe^ft ^ 3TT?rq ^TT^ ^ i ^ r ^ %^fef 
3% crmt % -qm «^  sfk 30% sm^tR % T r^ftq; ^^^CRT T I M 
?]TT ^ l dN l I f53% 3T5?TK %^c^ 3% ^ ^ H + K I ^»7 TcR 
^ sffT ^IT^ 97% f ^ ?^<R ^ 8ft I 
% qiF^ i ^ 8TT, ST^FR •^ f^elM sfk W^" 57% i^m "??R 
^ ^H<+K1 TfM W^ fO; 3ftT 37% ^ ^ •?cK ^  ^H=hKl 
• q f ^ ^ ^' 50% ^  3Tf?I^m f^STH % •^^ •^ * 3 7 ^ t f H % ^ 
•q^T^ f ^ eft 37% 3Tq^ - ^ afk 13% t^T^^Z^ TJf^l 
^ smt TR TT^ fz ^ JT^ %%TT ^r^ 154 % " q f ^ ^ ^ t j ;^ 
T^ ^ "qf^^m 37raF7^ TfPTT cfr 46% " q f ? ! ^ ^ "Q;^ 
^ • i lm % t ¥ ^ ^ T7f^ 37f -qr ^ ^fcT t\ ^q%ft % 5 
fSTTI 
M>J^ 4M %TJT, TFFn«?^-623 520 
dfichlRH r!H"^ * -^ W f^FFT* 
T^KcT 3Tr5l^^ f l f ^ ^ ^ ^ TFT 11 TTIcT '^ "^^T^ ^' 
•?ft^qi^' ^ " q ^ ^ %%TT T^ eRT: ZTeRf 3lk # ( W ^ 
^ ^qt^FT ^ en I 3 7 B ^ -^ ^RT % 37Tt^ ^' ' f ^ fWH 
"?WqT^ % q^??5FT %fen3; <+i4=bKl ^ T^FTT I f ^ f w r , 
+-4IJHK1, ^fe^rrft^, fTP^ TR ^ im^st ^" T?r^ "q%T 
^ ^ WTTI 
^«7R^ : ^ ^Wfi ^ MR-^ ICTH "Ftcn 11 ^ t •4i]Tr 
T7T "q^ TT^ nTT HPR ^  ^ -Q^ T^ T^  3TR 3TT? ^ ^ f e ^ 37 : 
152-156 1986 "^ ' "q?^ f^^RW t ^ f l ' f e ^ ^ f e ^ 
t^llrfcf qR T ^ § ^ 3 t ^ cR?" f^ TTZ ^  eR^ ^ cRF WTFTT 
Wm 11 16 "^ 18 " ^ ^ - ^ ^ <+4lRAi1' ^ * •J5I5 T^FT ^ ' 
cRTT^ r ^  11 W^ -^ MR^IdH cTZ ^ 12 t ^ fft ^ "qr 
30-50 Tft w n l ^' % ^ s^imT 11 tcit^ -cizf sfrr ^ rg^ 
•?MqK H^Pd l^* - ^ ^ ^ TR i ^ *ftt ' ^ ^ ^ T^RT 
5^TcM t l t #T f ^ ^ ^ ^ -SFt 3T!T S n ^ ^ ¥ t ^ 
25 
T T ^ ^Pdc+ilRH ^ 11 ^Rc'Pn T f r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Tlf 3lk 
^ 1990, 91 , 92, 93 ^ 3 T ^ '^-HTgrr^ TlT 48.5, 22.3, 
45.2 3fk 40.1 Z^ !^ntfm<l' ^  3T^?RTJT S^TT f I " q ^ ^ ^ 
SMTK^rfcmH 160 ^ 410 f i TT f t%#Er ^ 8TTI ^K 
520 TTT Tl 4.5 t ^ Tn % ^ -^ ^ «n I 
8TTI ^  1990 •^ * •a.%.TrFr 28 w f " ^ tcT f^ ^ frrei ^ 
^ 1993 "^ ' 72 ^ . t ^ I ^ f ^ cfftcFft ^rfcT ^ fiTrfT 
ciTrjdH ^TH -gfcT %.Tn. 20 ^ . KfT I 
^ t 3T^ ^  R^?FFT M i i ^ - ^ ^ ^ t W ^'^-RTFTT 
* #T3TT137?^am 3TIf % -^ PichlRH 3T^tfFT % ^ % ^ ^ . ^ . 
TTP!^ % ^tTR ^5^T% ^=^1^ ^T q^rlH" Tram * 
?^"SlZ^mTcT%^^rir"qf^^RcTE%^5©Tc||pu|pii|ct, 
^dNciclT HlPoW=h1 •^msf f "^ "Q;^ t 3fk ^mMd<4l ^ 
6Mi ^dNcjdl vcsiPd 11 <rlP=bH ^ + H 1 < i(-^14] (j';^//^*)/d^/ 
•^^umr^f-clH HH^H (^-P4Hd's|<)^3T^^"^"<iHdd>3Jd 
*^ Tf^ m ^Rcft t l "^  z ' j ^ %%^^f^ e^rm t i 
Pc|PN^H^'94^^eITfl9"fr22 d^ h <iMd<i'^'l^T^¥^ra 
•>TRt-qr^  ^ ' ^ T j ^ sfrr " ^ TRM ^" I^T^ ^ 3 1 W ^ 
^ f3Tr I <iL|i|<W S^fR f ^ ' ^' ^ ? ^ ^ "q^J^ 222.7 
94.8% fkW\ t ^Rxi>hi sftr t tfmf^W^^^: 83.6% 
3ffT 11.2% «n 
24.5°C ^ 22.5°C^^fFTTI 
f .u^/^i) ,^ ^ ^ cT«fT^  55-119 fiTHt % ^ : ^ ' 
sfti - q ^ ^ "^ ^ 37fq^ 5r?T 100-109 f^ ^ eRT^ ^ T1?5# 
sfti T:n^ ^ 5nt?r % 7i% sfk TC "^ nf^  % 95% atsft^ 
t sffT "firrg^ ^TM ^ W ^' •^nfiM f t ^Hir^k ^ •^ " 
95.6%TT^^^'?ITcft3flT^fT^37T?^^ f l 37^ «^fT 
% 3TftI^Tm"fMcft 3Tptt^ KTiT 31T^TT^ ^ I sfe^FR^^M 
•^?l^%^nT^"RPRJ5%%^P<st>di^-TiTtf^-qT^WZ 
-^^ % -^TtW ^ ^ • ^ Tf^m ^ ' #TT I f ¥ W T •^ " 
fH "qr -qit^m •^rnr ST^JT ^ 1 
* ^ . %f fT |n , 3TR. 'TR^TR 3 7 7 ^ 3ffT 11;.%. -^(^U^m •# TSTTTJ^P sm 3T1? ^ W W T 3T3^?:7H % ^ 
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' ^ f r r f i r cilf^rflifiyi l^^^^i^ r^^^M " ^ 34c|d<U| 
•^Sv^ Rvil^H-idHH % W T T f r ^ STT^ ^' 1994 ^if 
"•<T^Tft5"iH!^DHi'f)ci^^TrqF^^HriT^irddrw'^rdcf) 
tfqJS f T M ^ ^ I ^ - q ^ ^ 81TI H R ^ H H H'HlMdl % 
sTtRiz Trgs^  ^ " 50 'ft fTinl ^" t ^ ^rri wti ^^fe^ TT 
^sM Tf ITH'FTT trrfir ^ ? R T | 12.7 Tit 8fti^^3nfcf% 
•Rrfri ^ ^ ^ ^^^ "qN OTR f ^ t i "^ <=bd1+<i *^ 
25-5-1966, "RFTR "^F^t ^ ' 20-12-76, "^ TR^ SRer, ^T^#T 
^' 31-9-85, Hl^u^^l , 37RTO^ ^ 12-12-88 sfk 
^Et^ FR, - ^THH ^" 1993 ^ t l 
" # TTTT TJTTJ STR 3 n ? ^ rci^ii<sm<i^dum a r j ^ t m ^ % ^ 
dfdcbirH % c^ifdrk^fi "^ "mt "q j^^  
•MPdRti^ -H ^fs^TTft^ W. ^ HlPoW-^ l • ^ ' ^ f l ^ 
cfff iJ l^Pdd HM ^^fTcT •^ ' "Q;^ "^-"q^J^ % •^^ •^ ' W^ 
W^ '^ ¥RT •#ft 11 crlP+H ' ^ ^ •^ Tff Tt^ % '^JK^ 
^ ^H s^ "^^ f t ^Tqrr % ^ t ^ 11 -qr 3TR % f ^ "^ j-st 
TT^ Teft % ^nqn: ^' cTrr f ^ ^ o M ^ ^H^PdH Ht ^ 
. ^IcTlf 1993 % ^ fqi% •^ ' ^  ZTcTTf % <MlPdPw^ T 
• ^ ^ TTT^ ^ ' ar^cTTW f ^ I ^ 3 ^ T T ^ c||pU|n«Ljcf, - ^ 
TfTfg^ HtJPd4l'3fk " =+>dWd " =^TFI ^ ^H^dldl ?m 
H^PdiiT ^ ^ ^ % ^nrw ^ T M ^ ^ T M M % 
<^lPdPw^7 % •jfteTFT ^ ' •5?f%r " q ^ ^ ^ f sRT^ T f i 5 # ^ 
^ t ^ % f ^ v^SEfT TTTcT R^T% ^  •% "^PTfcT ^ p ; I 
^ 5 ^ 93 % ^tO^ 130 •^ 160 ZRT ^^UcT ^ l ^ ^ 
TRTeF f37TI 3TRRH % 31^ [HR !>|-c||Pdd 3969 Z{^ 
•q^ij %^^ 680 Tj;^^' ^ <MlPdPW^ 1' ^  ST^ RRq f 37T 
aftr 3i^ cRW TffcT "Q;^;^ 446.4 %.TfT ^ -q^?^ ^ % 
3T3HR 303.5 Z^ 31|chPdd f^^ W^ I - q ^ f^R 
'MlPdRri.^ T ^ HldlH f ^ ^n^ 20 %.TIT % "qfcT •SfTeSt 
^ 16 ? ^ 2 0 ^ftcTTI 
•MiPdPw^  HiPcw*1 ^ •g?^ ^snfiFif wfm^ ^ 
(89.5%), 37;gt??7#777-(8.6%) affT Wf^^Wlf^R^TZ^ 
(1.9%) «ft I -MlPdPw^ T % =^Ppt* ^ W f f n J^T% aTFTFT 
t^,'?f^-^1R^R^Rf, 3nFK'=TQTt^*"qT^P^^,^3ITT 
#77T^ grr^ TFT ^ 125-129 ft ^ft ^ 160 Tn64 fH ^ 
:^ " t ^ t f KIT I - ^ -^im S^ITRT 3#. # W ^ 3Mm 120-
124 ft fft ^ 180-184 ft "Rt Tf ftfttfcfT Pci<dNl sftT W^ . 
*/V?^/dW 140-144 ft ^ • ^ 210-214 ft # % # E n 
W^. %7, 3#. #77T3fr? ^ . ^/V?^/dW%. -STim: 100, 
80 afrr 40 ^7^* ^ obidcb< vjUHiiPxpTt* • ^ TfteriT "qr 
31^ F^S[T^ ' 8ft I 
f ^ I ^fl^PdU. 125-129 ft ^^160-164 ft ^3MFq 
% W^. #7/7% 100 ^ , 120-124 ft Tft ^ 180-184 
ft Tft aMTR ^ %• a#. #777 % 80 "^ T^ ^ afk 140-144 
27 
ti? Tit ^  210-214 ^ f^ 37Rim ^ % ^ . 4>ir^i^l<iH 
% 40 - ^ ^ f^^^mW t ^ 8TT 3ftT ^  IJ^ % ?NTf 
%3?^JR t l 
^ . ^ ; Log W = -4.0783 + 2.7525 Log L (r= 
0.9271) 
3#. #77T; Log W= -4.0474 -i- 2.7376 Log 
L(r=0.9725) ^. ^iF^^ldH: Log W= -t-3.3741 -i-
2.4357 Log L (r=0.9729) 
awn; • ^ ^' "qr^  fo; ^ ^ s f f " ^ 3T?^FPT "qf i^=Frr 
•^ ! F ^T^ 'W^ ^ ^ •^ * y*<=irdd (convoluted) t , "^ IBT afk 
^d^RjfMl sftRM (pyloric caeca) ^ •^ * ^  11 
^ . # ^ ; 125-160.tTT ^ 3MFI 3fk 55 TIT ^ 105 
Tn -^ R % 40 - ^ % 3WK ^ TfM ^ ' ^ p ; ^^3 f f 
•qr "tRt w ^R^ •qr ^ q ^ fan •% F I ^ i ^ ^fr^ ^Jtzt 
tM#tlW^3^dNl^d^(fe=^)Hl^ci43f^^J|^1qX"^) 
3#.#777; ^ Tsnf^  % 120 ft Tit ^  180 ft ^ cT^ 
3TRFT aflT 45 in "^ 145 TH.'»1R % 25 TT^jf^ TR TRtW 
TPITI 
^ . chlF^is^IdH: W ^ ^ % 140 3ltT 210 ft 
fft % ^ 3TRFT ofi^ 10 ^ T^^ pf -qr "q^^rw •^ Efcrrm afk 
f^ cit^ ^sniM ^' 3TTfK ^  Ttrm 0.40 ft fc7 ^  1.00 
ft fcT "^ * ftft^mr R<SIN1 "Tst I 
^ ^ ^ ^ %tcTC; ^ 5TT%T ^ R^ 11 n^ZT ^  3|k i l ^ ^ TM 
•qft -^^^m ^RFf ^ ^ f ^ ^H^«7^ tfcf ^ ^ 3n^ -qr 
%^, T^dcblPiH - 628001 W^ ^ m -^ W^ ttcft^  I 
TTFTTT l^T^ % t|Ri|Mr<dH^ "^^ W<T "^T^ ^ ^ ^441H 
tmZ!, 3777. 27f7?7, ^ ^1 ^JtW, Wf^^m SilFiH^il'^liH 
3fk VTj, dir-H4)dldH ^ 5^^ lft«rfcT -q^ M ^ ^ 7]zit 11 
I M f t *^ P^dcblPH "?! 1535 ft ^ft ' ^ c 4 ^ ^ Ti;^ 
•^ 441H ^/W^^W dlPi^^ldldH W<T "|37T I 
•^rft^NtZE^ "q J^eit ^pflR "^^ 23.1.1994 ^ 1830 ft 
Ht eNlf % ' ^ ^ 4 4 ] H Hli^^W d^H^lldldH ^ m^ 
77577 8/7/ T^ J^elt ^ ^ % ftTT cTRfT ft«rflT "^^ «ft I 
3t5R^ ^ I^ RJT "mtT TJf^  ?5a^  i n ^ sn 3flT W^ 
^^^ «ft I "5lt«T <^<T1I+I<, TJf 3t?R?T «fT I W ^ ^^ 75 %.lTf 
sn I ^1R#1 ^ T ^ "?t arqt cT^ W<T ^441 Hi* "^^ W ^ 
11 f H ^ Tfft 3 T M ^ ft% % ^ JR^ ^  ^rr^ Tf ^tfFr f ^ ^ 
fRrri 
* ^ "Q71 tj;^ 3Tn: sTf % ^ ts^ ^ ^ %^, H'^ MH % TTJT. 'ST^^^^ •gra t'lR "^ "n^ ft^ 
28 
•qirq "^ ' 30-9-94 ^ Mxiir^ d 3 ^F\^ rniifi % 2,2 
Z^ ^ J H^ i r a t ^ ^ J^flfcT^  3ffT 0.65 Z^ ^ gr^ (•^. 
#T "03^ 36 "Ht "flfTTl ^' y-clirdd 1 ^ «IT 1 f?mfHf "^ 
T^^TS: ^' dlRiJW ^^W^(90%) 3fk ?^ . :g^#r^ (10%) 
I W T W 31RJR •^* "sr^ t "ft^  % "^ ^R^ "SR^ "tM# 
after 105/-•?. "TT f ^ ^ I •^  #T ^ "^twf ^ ^iftTj; 
3 7 ^ ^ 3TPT 131,050 ?. «n I 
•RTrq • '^ f q ^ " ^ ^ 24.5 "CTf f ^F l fe f f " ^ STETcrTOT 
f37TI ^§JW ^f:;^ c!Z -qr f?FTfe3ff ^ ^ ffRcTT^ 3 ^ ^ 
^mcTf % ^fR; f3TTI 
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